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ULTRAMARINE BLUE

“Ultramarine Blue is a colour, illustrious, beautiful, and most perfect,

beyond all other colours; one could not say anything about it, or do anything

with it, t/uu its quality would riot still surpass. ”

- Cennino Cennini, 14A-15th Cent. Italian Painter.

Ultramarine, the tender retiring blue colour
,
was for centuries

,
the most

highly prized of all traditionalpigments not only on account ofits intrinsic

value but also (or its durability and excellent colour. At ell times the demand
exceeded supply.

It is derivedfrom lapis lazuli, a semi precious stone, which i.s a mineral of

the sodclitc group. One of the best known mines is in thcKhoka Valley in

Afghanistan.

Ancient Indian Shilpa texts dealing with painting refer to lapis lazuli as

"Rajavarta ” In the Manasollasa (circa 12A Century) it is compared to the

(lower "alasi " (common (lax). It ii suggested that “rajavarta ” is a sanshi

-

tisedform of the Persian word “Lazward”, the source ofUltramarine.

The stone is heated, then fractured by plunging in cold water after which

it is crushed andground. It is then dried and applied by mixing with o

bindingmedium likeGum Arabic. Cennino Cennini prescribes in his Artist's

Handbook’ an elaborate process of extracting ultramarine from lapis lazuli,

and it is interesting to note that the process is not unlike the one prescribed

in the “SUparatna ” (16th century) for earthen andmineral colours (For oil

painting
,
poppy oil was preferred.)

In India, it was used in the nta Murals in the 5th century AD., in the

illustrated palm leaf manuscripts of the llth Cent., in the Jain "Kajpasu-

tras ” executed between 1 2th and 16th Cent, and in the Mughal miniatures.

Nowadays ultramarine is produced synthetically.

Anupam Sah-

Hinal Year student ofConservation,

National Museum, New Delhi.
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WE DEDICATE TIES ISSUE TO

KUMAR GANDHARVA

The world ofmusic mourns the departure of an institution. An institution that grew in

the most unusual circumstances; an institution that caused the most intriguing, path-

breaking innovations that look Indiun classicalmusic to greuter heights; an institution

that explored the cosmic space of an for sixty one years and became one with it on

January twelfth
,
nineteen ninety two.

Kumarji, the innovator, was inspiredby Kumarji, the searcher; since hismind did not

rest for too long on any established style. He seemed to be in the questfor something

within the realms of the various ‘gharana ' traditions
,
but something that also went

beyond them all Something,which when crystallised, would he his own. Yet, his search

was instinctive, intuitive. His response to the influences ofhis early life was his inno-

vative creativity. This, clubbed with his inclination towards the lyrical contentofmusic,

made him the mast loved
,
the most disliked and the most controversial exponent of

Hindustani music.

Kumarjis rendition was a manifestation of his quest for music in its totality. His

plaintive, imploring ‘bhajans
*,
hisjoyous singing of the Gita quartet, and the painful

romance ofhisMeera *bhajans ’ are but someoftheexamples ofhis musicul search for

that intangible, elusive truth-ihe search for the right 'swara ' the right mood, the right

chord. The listener wascompelled to wander with him on ajourney across the musical

universe.

Kumarji, the musician will always be remembered. With him ends one of the most

significant eras ofHindustani music. He shall be greatly missedby classical afftciona-

dosandfolkfans, the oldand theyoung connoisseurs and laypeople. While themortal

remains ofKumar Gandharva are consigned to history, his music will resound in our

hearts forever.

SHARADA RAMANA THAN



Dear Editor,

• I am delighted to see the first issue

of THE EYE. 1 have been sharing the

concern of many others, like yourself,

about the danger ofcultural suicide by
many nations. This has been happen-

ing fast in affluent countries. Often, the

suicide is not conscious. It is by de-

fault, ignorance and insensibility. The
obliteration ofcultural heritage is more
of a threat to developing countries, as

they arc drawn into the western para-

digm of development. We in India have

a great responsibility to ourselves, fu-

ture generations of Indians, cultures

linked to Indian historyand, indeed the

world, to preserve and enrich our heri-

tage. This is quite consistent with de-

velopment.

It warms one’s heart to see the

emergence of awad movement, through
THE EYE, with the initiative of your-

self and your close associates, and a

widening network ofsupport. It is mar-

vellous to read meaningful messages
to youth about Sanskrit and Tamil;
Par.chatantra and Tirukkural; poeiry

and drama; development and environ-

ment; dance and music - all between
two covers.

1 wish and pray Tor boundless suc-

cess for the magazine and the move
ment,

MR. ATHREYA
A -28, Chitranjan Park

A magazine's life is ils readers.

Take them away and what's the

whole point'/ We want to know
what you feel about THE EYE.
A Iso your analysisandinterpreta-
tion of the articles. Send us your
letters with your name, address

and occupation. Good letters will

be published in this page.

Dear Editor,
• Thank you for the first issue ofTHE
EYE, and let me congratulate you and
your team. As an ardent campaigner for

the protection of organic existence I

think such a magazine is urgently needed

in our times. Thanks for publishing the

piece on the Tandwa Super Thermal
Power Station. The STEP was to be
built at an estimated 2500 crore. It may
again be situated within the North

Karanpura Valley where a rare prehis-

toric strata including rock paintings,

stone tools, dolmens, etc. have been
found recently. We are in the fight to

stop twenty coalmines being started by
the Central coalfield Limited which
will destroy the environment through

extracting 29 million tonnes of coal
annually al a displacement of 40(1 hec-

tare per million tonnes in the first phase

ofexploitation, and 7 b.a. perm.t. there-

after.

Ifwe achieve the total protection of

our forests and agricultural fields, no
matter whet the cost is, how significant

the gaiu or insignificant the bases itw ill

be worthwhile. The idea is in the prin-

ciple that whatwe seek to protect is the

source of life. In helping the awareness
of this need to protect, I congratulate

you.

Bulu Imam,
‘The Grove, ' Ilazaribugh,

Bihar.

Dear Editor,

• It was really refreshing to go through

THE EYE which was gifted to me by a

close friend. What one is trying to do is

to use our nwn culture as a vehicle of
change. But there arc limitations in

expressions of every culture, For in-

stance, in India, there is no concept of
collective liberation, only personal ‘nir-

vanas" arepossible, while in Islam and
Christian Culture, the concept of revo-

lution and “Jihad" came about without
the understanding ofthe limitless inner.

So, they believe in the limitless cco-

techno-matenal growth process and fre-

quent sexual changes to provide a sense

of movement.
To live under the illusion that we

can live with a certain identity is never

going to be a “sourution. We live in a

global market, and iffaith in the human
unlimited has to take place, then it has

to be a composite faith which includes

the West, the East, the tribal and above
all, thewoman arxl child. Tor. the weman
and child are 80% of every society.

It really docs seem that all one's

friends an either settled in P.hd’s or U.S
universities and just about no young
pennon seems lobe taking the iniuitivc

like the child who saw the naked king

said so.

I wish you luck and success with TH F.

EYE.
Sunny Narang,

4A, Pocket C,Siddharta Extension
Kew Delhi-1 10014.

Dear Editor,

• 1 wasextremelyhappytoleamaboutyournewjourna!. When Isaw
the cover and the article on Kutiyattam 1was even more pleased. This
is certainly a much neglected art form. Several years ago when 1 was
in Kerala attending a seminar at Koitayam, Prof Anandamurthy
arranged a performance of Kutiyattam for us. I never forgot it. It

seemed to me to be one of the most powerful art forms of traditional

India and I wondered why I had not seen it before. It is true, as Safina

Oberol points out in her article, that most audiences would find this

form too lengthy and demanding, especially if one was not familiar

with Sanskrit or Malayclam. I Iowcver, it should not be allowed to fade
into oblivion because of this. As Spic-Macay has rightly understood
the need to create and train audiences, I wonder if this form could be,

to begin with, presented somewhat differently. It could be shortened,
for one thing, and also it would need to be carefully introduced by
someonewho could sensitively point out the characteristic features of

the form and explain them. This might given some encouragement to

the artists and performers of Kutiyattam as it must be very discourag-

ing for them to feel that they have lost their audience.

I he other articles in this issue indicate a wide scope within the

format of the Indian art scene. I wish you success in vour venture and
look forward to your next issues.

Francino E. Krishna
R-9

,
University Campus

Jaipur-302004.
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EDITORIAL

Dear Friend,

The theme ofthe issue is Consumerism. By its very nature, the topic

is open to endless speculation and debate. There is no denying that

it is the religion oftoday and like all religions, their tenets must be

studied, understood and interpreted.

Here, we look at this rather ‘problematic religion' morephilosophi-

cally. Some of our senior writers have contributed willingly.

The craze for acquisition alone impels man today. This impulse is

overt in most cases, but very subtle and often unnoticed in others

.

Naturally, its goodbye excellence, hello mediocrity. The raison-de-

etre ofwork has changedand targets have acquireda new meaning.

Is this new religion,paradoxically enough,formulating the death of

the spirit? The spirit seems to wander in agony as it collides pain-

fully with cluttered spaces. Spaces filled with our last mad bidfor

happiness.

The caterpillar consumer emerges - a small person, caught in a

small world ofgreed, aggression, selfishness and loneliness. Shall

we ever see

“Tall people, sun-crowned, who live above thefog in public

duty andprivate thinking?"

fa
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MADONNA
SANJULA SHARMA

Why must I catch a falling

star

Why hold on to a dying

dream
The way the cookie

crumbles

Is the way it'll always be.

T
hus new my pen

as I sat dejected

on my forlorn

bed. Nothing was

right. Or was everything

wrong?The world was topsy

lurvy. I could imagine the

globe movin’ round, movin’

round... a gamut ofrotations

only enhancing the sense of

displacement and fragmen-

tation. What were lifc-inci-

dents, thoughts or incongrui-

ties m the face of this tum-
bling jigsaw?

A disjointed workl.Con-
tradictions visible every-

where, looming large on my
mind like scorpions on the

arid sand. For instance, dial

morning cup of tea.A bever-

age dial refreshes and cer-

tainly does not inebriate.

Then why my dulled sense?

A kind oflethargy incapaci-

tating my limbs?An opiated

stance that would have Bac-

chic rcvcllcrsstaringagapc?

1 don’t know.

Just don’tknow why my
thoughts were cloudy on a

sunny day. Or why a dusky

mood settled on a morning
brow. Why couldn’t some-
one switch that blasted radio

off? “La isla bonita", an is-

land in the sun - did
Madonna find it, did you?

Nice enough voice but not

Hawaiian. A voice fashioned

for a 20 million show. And
the applause, the encores.

Today you, tomorrow some-
one else. Everywhere the

same story.

Hackneyed stuff, alL Like

the Bullywood yams bedaz-

zling the wide-eyed and

escapist fools. Glamour.
Oomph, Calflove, undying

promises.. a rose gaidcn
depicted an cleverly you
never saw die Uiorns. Packed

shows, cortee, popcorn. Pure

fantasy or starved dreams?

Dreams, sweet dreams.

Fashioned by advertisements

that ensnare the weak, the

gullible. A yacht, balmy

winds, pretty girls and what
have you... a cigarette ad.

Great till you see the statu-

tory warning. Svelte models

luring les vulnerablcs to an

enticing world. So what if

the froth girl prefersThumbs
Up?Or the Liril one. Camay?
It’s all in die game. Like

those Modi stone tyres that

promise to take you home
safely. Unless you’re in a

DTC bus. Or a Maruti 1000
cruising 100 kmph on a

crowded highway.

Incompatibility again.

The grimy, sweaty mass

packed like sardines in a

precarious bus, peering long-

ingly at a sleek Benz. Can
hold, six but the suave

tycoon prefers a wider

berth..more space to ponder

on the next million. And so
ihe gap grows. High-rise and

the huts, beggar and the

prince, the laughter and the

pain. A swaggering mean,
no meeting ground. What is

the just, the bad, the good?
1 only know my mind is

overwrought by the sultry

heat of confusion. No cod
havens soothe away blister-

ing thoughts that hammer in-

ccssantly (was that die por-

ter at Hell's gale?) Is it a

heat stroke, I wonder, that

catapults me face to face wnth

thequestion ofmyown iden-

tity?

Superb posture of indo-

lence. vacant eyes, crazy

thoughts jostling for supre

macy..a being caught up in

the vortex of existentialism.

Did I bclievein myself? Was
I because I was? Vacuities,

mundane philosophy.

How much to ponder? If

something, anytiling, Hap-

pened, it would break the

monotony ofcasy existence.

Even the rains would do.

They'd make things colder.

And then we can search for

the heat Those moody bluos.

And with it the devil’s own
dark thoughts. That makes

me wonder why..„ •

Sanjula Sharma
,
27,

is a post-graduatefrom
Jadavpur University

,

Caicuuu. She has worked

for ‘The Telgraph’ and

isnow afreelanceJour-
nalist based in Delhi
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1
CONSUMERISM |

CHASING THE DRAGON
IN QUEST OF THE “HIGH” LIFE.

W e live in an age when the

w hole world appears to

have accepted the dic-

tates of a certain geo-

graphical section on the map which is

alien to us. Ihis section of the map is

what is now known to us as the First

World. From more mundane matters

like dress to more important matters

like the structure of society, the world

triesto follow them. More importantly,

the ‘good life', the high consumptive

pattern appears to have an irresistible

attraction Nowhere, including in In-

dia, with its long history of intellectual

achievement is there an attempt to

examine whether a) it can succeed in

emulating this pattern at a practical

level and b) whether it is desirable to

do so.

Over a couple of centuries. West-

ern Europe established colonial em-

pires across the world, with all that

these implied. Their surplus popula-

tion was exported to large continents

that were sparsely populrted. Hie North

and South Americas. Australia, New
Zealand and congenial parts of

Africa. Consequently, both the local

population and their resources were at

their disposal. These countries then he-

came 'captive markcts’.This naturally

gave the rulers

a head start in

both the indus-

trial and techno-

logical revolu-

tions, and their

supremacy in

economic terms

was established.

This is a process

that cannot be replicated

by India and other Third World coun-

tries.

Is on alien socio-economic pattern

and a high consumption life style prac-

tical in a country like India? A certain

proportion of the privileged popula-

tion (most often English speaking) has

succeeded in surrounding itself with

the appurtenances of ‘the good life’.

But after four decades of independ-

ence, the numbersof the abjectly poor,

those defined as below the poverty

line, are something over 40% of the

population, in effect, the number of

these sub-subsistence level people is

larger than our total population at the

THEEVENO!VCU MMCMAPRIL IW2
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time of independence. 'Ihere is a steep
growth in crime of all kinds, from
bride-burning to burglary, murder and
kidnapping for ransom, mostly by those

who seek short cuts to consumptive

prosperity. Governmental power,
whether political, bureaucratic, police

or otherwise, is also seen as a prime in-

strument for amassing wealth. In plain

language, there is widespread corrup-

tion tn high places.

The economic and cultural inter-

vention of the North in life styles of
Third Work! countries manifests in

various ways within these countries. It

is. for insiar.ee, only with industrialisa-

tion that deforestation has become a

grave problem. Liarlier. timber was
always available for local uses like

cooking fuel, housing and so on. But
with industrialization the result is that

not only has it gravely injured our per-

manent resources, but has marginal-

ised tribal societies which, in the past,

had been self-contained and contented.

A recent press report stated that around

SO'fc of India's bonded labour consists
of dispossessed tribals. There is evi-

dently a paradox between what the

government rather self righteously

proclaims and thepoiicies they pursue.

The oppression and hopelessness

of the masses is resulting in the aliena-

tion of large sections of the people,

producing agitation, terrorism or se-

cessionist movements. Wc have got to

the state that countries like India are

now being classified as tlic Fourth World;

a group which not only has not solved

its own problems, but shows signs of
never being able to solve them. In the

meantime, as we are told by experts,

there is a net transfer ofresources from
the Third (and. of course, the Fourth)

World, to the developed world. India,

like many other developing nations is

contributing to the material prosperity

of the First World and continuing to

maintain its own poverty.

Third World leaders and spokes-

men have been quick to point out in

summits and conferences that the de-

veloped world consumes more than Us
share of natural resources. In other

words, what the earth has is not suffi-

cient to ensure to the entire world, a

lavish lifestyle. Ifthese resources were
fairly distributed, lifestyles around the

world, including those of the xJevel-

oped world, would have to be more
modest. Are we ready for that?

|
CONSUMERISM

Ouite apart from these practical

problems, wc should weigh the desira-

bility of such a high consumptive life-

style, which usually results in Peter

being robbed to pay Paul. It is impera-

tive that a new model has to be con-

structed, which balances human needs

and nature’s capacity. Many tribal so-

cieties have used this model for centu-

ries. A salient feature of theirs is the

‘commonness’ of property as opposed
to ’mdividualr.ess'. Therefore, eco-

nomic. social end emotional security

w as everyone's birthright. They worked
on patterns of democracy.

There is no question, of course, of
going bade to tribal societies at this

stage. But instead of destroying these

communities, the essential principles

The oppression and

hopelessness oj the

masses is resulting in

the alienation of large

sections ofthe people,

producing agitation,

terrorism

or secessionist

movements.

ofthese organisations could be moder-
nised and utilised to fit the modern age.

Ihis would essentially ihvolve build-

ing self-governing, self-reliant com-
munities from base upwards. Thus is

ti c only possble basis on which people's

freedom and untrammelled creativity

can be put at the sen-ice of the people’s
needs, and mark a break from the pres-

ent pattern of the many poor of the

world working to contribute to the wealth

of the lew rich.

The over-ccntraliscd society lends

Itself to power brokers whose ambi-
tions arc in direct conflict with the

interests of the people. These central-

iscd institutions in turn, lend them-
selves to manipulation by powerful

international and economic forces.

India has never, in all its history,

been xenophobic. We have plenty to

learn from our neighbours and the West.

But the exchange has to be on an equal
basis.

India can explain to those concerned

that Man is not the master of the uni-

verse. He cannot equate his growth to

acquisition alone. Civilisation, in the

ultimate analysis, means the acquisi-

tion of discipline and self restraint,

both by individuals and communities,

providing for real inner growth. With-
out this, aggression in many ferms-
military, political, economic, cultural

and psychological become inevitable.

Often, these many forms of aggresion
arc interlinked and mutually sustain-

ing. The present assumption that what
is called, the standard ofliving namely,

the high consumption pattern of life

lias to be constantly and indefinitely

raised is open to question. A humane,
just and tenable alternative has to be
found, but the first step is for India to

recover its intellectual autonomy and
self assurance before our national

memories of a different path to

progress arc irrevocably lost. * •

C.BMuihamma is the first ca-

reerwoman ambassador of India

to go onforeign missions. She is

passionate in her struggle in

various causes which makes an
impact on the country she loves

so much.
Illustration: Aditi loychoudhary

“Forever conditioned

to believe that we
can't live

We can 't live here

and be Happy with

less

So many riches , so

many souls

Everything we see we
want tv possess...”

STING, From the

album,

“The Dream of the

Blue Turtles”
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CONSUMERISM

CONSUMING THE FUTURE
VANDANA SHIVA

T
o consume originally

meant 10 destroy, to pillage,

to subdue, to exhaust. Until

very recently, it only had
negative connotations.

Today, it is fast becoming the rea

son for lifcon earth, the reason forciti-

zenship, the reason for states and for

super states. To consume more and
more is rapidly being defined as the

essence of being human. Human na-

ture, it is said, is essentially greedy.

But tlris construction of “human na-

ture” is a very recent one. It has A
been manufactured along with the A?,
industrial commodities for which / /
markets need to be found TTe/ /
greedy human then becomes Vv/
the socially engineering. We 7 J
are not bom consumers - / /
we are made and shaped S /
into consumers - pup- 7 J j
pets in the advenising f j
clutches of irrespon- /
si hie and hazardous in- 'v/
dustiics. Hie orgy of consump- v.
lion that was first unleashed in our
country through development and is

now being un
leashed through
economic “liberali- ^
satimi"win have a }3
serious impact on £3 13
the environment on f|| jg} O
our democratic stnic- R *

ture. our culture and Q
our economy. - ^

The contemporary environmental

crisis is directly related to die

high consumption life styles of north-

ern industrialised countries which are

now being transferred to our country

in the naineofdevelopment and prog-
ress. To consume as much energy,

paper, CFC’s,lam burgersas Ameri-
cans do is considered the measure of
being “developed". But inherent to

limitless consumption as a measure
of progress is the destruction of the

environmental base of our survival.

Consumption ultimately reduces

itself to the original meaning of
“that which destroys and exhausLs.”

“Development” is the project

Of modelling everyone’s con-
sumption on U.S. standards. The
U S. is currently consum ing one
third of the w orld's fossil fuel

energy even though Ameri-

cans make uponly5 per-

n cent of the world's popu

If
laiion. H entire

(l e world population

T. was to have that

^
level of con-

\ sumption.

' -X \ \ 'vc would

il > «:!!
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planets instead of one. The awareness

that consumerism as the contemporary

cult is environmentally non-sustain-

ablc can lead to two environmental op-

tions. The fust option is to break away
from that cult - to treat consumerism

not as asymptom of liberation, but as a
symptom of bondage, not as an indica-

tor of social disease. It involves living

within nature’s limits, and treating the

recognition and respect of those limits

as the essence of being human and

being free. A corollary of everyone

within nature’s limits is that everyone

has access to means of survival, and
nobody is denied the right to life. Ecology

in this sense provides the basis of de-

mocracy.

I he second option of resolving the

contradiction between high consump
tion levels and environmental limits is

to preserve the consumption levels, but

only fora few. If everyone cannot have

access to the high consumption life

styles of the west due to resource lim-

its, then it is the poor people of the

Third World and not those lifestyles

tltat must be sacrificed. The philoso-

phy of “triage” - of getting rid of the

“weak", for thesurvival ofthc“sirong"

is the logical expression of a cult based

on consumerism as the religion of in-

dustrial society - the sacred which cannot

be touched. Many outcomes follow

from treating consumerism as a mod-
ernist/fimdamentalist religion that mud
be preserved at all costs. Firstly, as in

fundamentalism, those who are out-

side die fold must be exterminated.

The presumption of “triage” of coer-

cive population control in die Third

World are strategies of extermination

of those whose only fault is that dieir

poverty prevents them from participat-

ing in the orgy of consumerism.

"Population explosions” have always

emerged as images created by modem
patriarchy in periods of increasing social

and economic polarisations. Malthus
saw populations exploding at the dawn
of the industrial era. The next major

period of concern with over-popula-

tion occurred between World War I

and II when certain groups were viewed

as leading to the deterioration of the

human genetic stock. After World War
II, these nations where unrest threat-

ened U.S. access to resources and
markets became known as the ‘‘popu-

lation powder kegs". The latest round

ofconcern with overpopulationcomes

|
CONSUMERISM

with environment concern. Popularised

through the concern for the survival of
the planet, the picture of the world’s

hungry hordes have made population

control appear acceptable and even

imperative.

Wliai this focus on numbers hides is

the unequal access to resources people

have and the uixajual environmental

burden they put on the earth. In global

tenns, a drastic decrease of population

in the poorest areas of Asia, Africa and

Latin America would make an impact

inmcasurably smaller than a decrease

of only 5 percent in present consump-

tion levels of the ten richest countries.

The dominant processes at work, how-

ever, want to protect the wasteful “way
of life” at any cost, and think of the

poor only when it comes to accusing

them of being burdens dial should he

treated as expendable.

The second serious outcome of pre-

serving consumerism at any cost is dial

it makes diverse cultures dispensable.

As consumerism lakes on, more and
more, the semblance of a religion - by

becoming the only legitimate frame-

work of morality that goes hand in

hand with the rule of the market;

Macdonalds, Pepsi and Blue Jeans

become the sacraments, the holy com-
munion. These ultimate symbols of a

consumer culture destroy all cultures.

culture is based on the consumption of
allure and all cultures. It is this aspect

of consumerism as predatory and in-

herently destructive that creates the

imperative to go beyond it.And a post-

consumcrist world has much to learn

from cultures and religions Uiat have

thought and lived sustainably because

they valued die virtue of living witliin

limits. •

Vandana Shiva is an Indian

physicis i, philosopher and

feminist. She is the author of

"Staying Alive, Women, Ecology

and Development ' ar.d is working

or a new book, "The Violence of

the green Revolution". She is

actively involved in the Chipkv

movement. She is now Director

of the Research Foundation for

Science Technology and National

Research Policy. She has a I’h.d

in the Philosophy ofSciencefrom

the University of Western Ontario

and has since worked with the

Indian Institute ofManagement

and the United Nations

Environmental Programmes.

Illustration : Aditi Roychoudhary
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M
jr One of my most

y enduringrocmo-

5 ties as a child was
travelling to visit

O my grandmother

(J in London. I can-

MALCOLM'S not pinpoint the

year withiiny ac-

curacy'. but the hitter chill of that win-
ter’s day suggests it w as 1949 - round
about my sixth birthday. I vividly re-

call being overawed and fearful at the

amount ofdestruction which remained
after die Second World War. A few
months later in the summer of that

year, I was aware of the grass and wil-

low herb bursting through the cracks of
our ruined city, symbols of growth and
renewal. However, my infant sensi-

bilities were too young to grasp the fact

that economic growth and renewal hod
become the universal panacea about to

sweep Lurojxj, and raise our material
standards of living beyond the wildest

dreams of avarice.

Amidst the bombed wreckage of
former city streets, the numerous clus-

ters of temporary housing (known as

prefabs) gave many Londoners their

first encounter with modern livingcon-

ditions. Indoor lavatories and bathrooms
were Standard fittings in these tempo-
rary dwellings. In contrast to tne reek-

ing slums bombed during the war, these
overcrowded little prefabs were com-
paratively luxurious. In addition, the

war yeans had brought large sections of
the community into contact with
American troops whose abundant sup-

plies of cigarettes, cippo lighters, and
nylon stockings offered an alluring

glimpse of a consumer society, mis
messagewas reinforced throughout the
fifties - VictorLebow wrote In the iVew
York Journal of Retailing: “our
enormously productive economy de-
mands that we make consumption a

way oflife, that we convert the buying
and use of goods into rituals, that we
seek our spiritual satisfactions in con-
sumption... We need thingsconsumed,
burned up. worn out. replaced and dis- icrcd economy began to grow at un-
corded at an ever growing rale". prcccdcntcd rates, and wealth began 10

Here in Britain, the consumerboom permeate through to all levels of soci-

slowly gathered momentum. In 1951, cly- Within a decade. Prime Minister
I he Festival of Rritain, ‘SkyIon’ domi- Harold Macmillan summed up the mood
nated the city horizon. This new °f Hie country when he coined the
momentum heralded not only a cclc- phrase “You’ve never had it so good!”
bration of economic recovery,after the In material terms he was right, and
war. but a new mood of liberalism in

within thirty years, the consumcrsoci-
ihc arts and daily life. Europe’s shat- cty dominated every aspect oflife. The

CONSUMED BY
CONSUMERISM

MALCOLM BALDWIN

last census showed that 98% ofBritish
hcuserioldsowneda refrigerator, and a
television set. 85% of households now
have a washing machine. On average,
there is at least one car per household
in the UK. Homes are stuffed with
luxurious furniture and labour-saving

devices, while 30% of the population
travel abroad fur their holidays. New
consumer durables like video record

-
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Within the gleaming palaces of material

consumption I can cal strawberries in

mid-winter or dine on exotic Indonesian

food to the sound ofLatin-American

guitars.

ers, home computers, and
personal stereos have become

commonplace items in high

street shops. Evea tbe struc-

ture of the marketplace it-

self has changed, and now
about a quarter of our gross

domestic prixluct (GDP) is

devoted simply to consumer

sendees. Travel agencies, life

assurance, catering and bo

tel accommodation had an

exponential growth rate of

6.4 per cent throughout the

eighties. However, there has

been a price to pay for air

good fortune.

To-day, if I choose to

wander around London
(which is seldom) I am no

longer awed by the deliber-

ate destruction ofawar -tern

city, but by the mindless

destructiveness of the con-

sumer revolution. Tlie streets

are no longer strewn with

bomb craters, but the visible

wreckage of our industrial

way of life. Litter is every-

where, traffic fumes pervade

the atmosphere, while over

consumption and poverty exist cheek

by jowl. Luxury cars and expensive

lifestyles isolate people from the reali-

ties of drug addiction, crime, and hope-

lessness. The senses are constantly as-

saulted by the gross inequality of a

society where increased wealth is sup-

posed to trickledown asa benefit to all.

Within the gleaming palaces of mate-

rial consumption lean cat strawberries

in mid-winter or dine on ex-

otic Indonesian feed to tl

sound of Latin-American

guitars. These days, the

scarce commodities are fresh

air. clean water, and peace

ofmind. Thcdcsirc for shin-

ing consumer durables, is

being replaced by the need

to escape the increasingly

thronged condition of mod-
em technological living.

Sony Walkmans, fashionable

clothes, and Coca-Colas in

tbe fridge exact a heavy price.

In Western Europe and

America the signs are be-

coming visible. In the rest

of the world, they arc glar-

ingly obvious.

The fact is that 20% of the world’s

population now consumes 809v of its

resources, and we in the North lave

derived enormous material benefits from

plundering the resources of the devel-

oping world. In theory, the engine of

economic expansion should be fuelled

by on insatiable appetite for consumer

products which, in a free market place,

creates wealth. Given the passage of

lime, and minimum inter-

ference from governments,

the wealth thus created should

trickledown through all na-

tions at all levels of society.

It’s now forty ycarssinccthc

Festival of Britain erected

Its icons to economic devel-

opment, and it is clear that

the nalicxi of beneficent capi-

talism works only within

strictly limited boundaries,

and has appalling social and

environmental costs.

UNICEF estimates that about

half a million children die

each year as a direct conse-

quence ofl bird Worlddebt.

Half the world’s population

docsnothaveaccess toclean

drinking water, and accord-

ing to World Bank statistics,

some 8CO million people live

in dire poverly.

The Marxist model of

state controlled economic
development is also flawed.

The collapse of the Russian

Empire has vividly

demonstrated the folly of their

industrial programme since

the second world war.Some 50 million

people in Russia suffer grievously from

industrial, chemical and nuclear

pollution. In Poland, the River Victual

flowing frexn Warsaw to Gdansk is so

polluted that its water can no longer be

used even by industry. Such examples

can be multiplied all over the globe

with increasing regularity, and it is

now quite dear that industrial expansion

is pushing nature beyond the

limits of her endurance.

Yet, inspileofallevidence

to the contrary, politiciansand

economists persist with tne

notion of infinite economic

expansion in a finite world.

Clearly the model dots not

work, but in President Bush’s

“new world order", country

after country is blindly

embracing the free market

economy withait a thought for

the quality of fife or the well

being of future generations.

Doubtless, there will be some
marginal short term successes

like Malaysia, where there is

currently an economicgrowth

raieof ten per cent perannum.

Victor Lebow wrote in

the New YorkJournal of
Retailing: uour enormously

productive economy demands that

we make consumption a way of life,

;

that we convert the buying and use of

goods into rituals, that we seek our

spiritual satisfactions in consump-

tion... We need things consumed,

burned up, worn out, replaced

and discarded atan ever

growing ratc
n

.
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I MALCOLM'S COLUMN 1

Anything cah be sold!

NOW THE HOLY GANGA FLOWS THROUGH YOUR TOWN
Hermetically Dacked at source at Ganyo'rl r»oo ft. high in rtv> Himalayas

HcalihCM naturaln*ncral waici ever Known.
|j

Just a poucll with ysxir meals

Make it a houti— foi gooO liocltli end piosjn ny

Invaluable. finooolaand <^crrn rtiuals ffc Smmkle in y*n,r

i siwps.otticess. ncmes ev«yaay.

Wanted
Area ’

Distribuiiiri/

Stockist* >

I’UMESt OANOA 1AL

THF PVT NOJ.VQ..LMABClt-AI>PILI»2

(a 3% growth rate means a doubling of
production every 25 years). In cutting

down Uicir rain forests, and aping western
style industrial expansion, not only arc
they destroying countless species of
living things forever, but they ere

plundering trie real wealth of ihat country
which ifmanaged in a sustainable way.

might be capable of feeding unborn
generations.

I hesc days, it is mly necessitywhkh
takes me to my capital city. It used to

be said when I was a boy that “the
streets of London were paved with
gold”. Now it is hard to sec the pavemtnt
through the debris of our throwaway
consumer society. It is quite clear that

the era of unlimited consumerism is

coming to an end, and new economic
models will be needed to lake the world
into the twenty first century. What we
need to realise as quickly as we can is

that present ideas about economic
development are neither sustainable
nor in the long term desirable. In the
linal analysis, all the consumer goods
in the world will not compensate for an
impoverished planet where one fifth of
humanity lives in conditions of grinding
poverty.

I have been lucky enough lo live
through the most prosperous forty years

of Western European hisLory, and as

the threat of global warming, ozone
depletion, overpopulation and famine
become present realities, I remain
cautiously optimistic. At this late stage
new ideas are emerging which might
contribute towards a fairer distribution

of wealth. The green movement all

over the world is beginning to address
the problem in a number of diverse
ways, and it is clear that given the
spiritual commitment and political will,

ordinary men and women can create a

sustainable future forus all. Ifthey fail,

all of us will be consumed by the mutter
of our own crest ion

. •

Malcolm Baldwin is a gifted

teacher, writer and a dedicated

environmentalist. Born in the. UK,
he has a B.Ed degree from the
UniversityofSussex. Hehas worked
in Theatre andas Film Editor mainly
forBBC T.V He has been cameraman
and director for several BBC
productions. He is deeply committed
to organisations such us Green
Peace, Friends of the Earth,

EnvironmentalInvestigation Agency
and has produced environmental
educational muieriul.
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Being choosy, os y«

has on advantage

MADISON SQUARE

BEHIND THE VAUDEVILLE
ETHICS IN ADVERTISING

MADISON SQUARE IN A ROUND HOLE

Some Rices Are Simply L’

Now that the ‘profit motive' Is no
longer an ugly phrase in the Indian

scenario, it would be unwise not to ex-

amine the moral standing of advertis-

ing as an industry or institution. The
primary objective of any advertiser is

tosell. Hence, itisnot unreasonable to

assume that social concerns arc only

peripheral to his interest. On the one
hand, advertising provides valuable

service to society informing consum-

ers about products and services,, while

on the other, it influences the inde-

pendent tliinking of the consumer and

V y David Ogilvy." " Every marketing

manager around the globe knows and

respects theawesome powers ofadver-
tising. In a world where sales and prof-

its arc the moving forces of society,

promotion could mean the difference

between hie and ceatn. Media promo-
tion being undoubtedly the high priest

of all promotional means, ihe‘ market-

ing man advertises, advertises and

advertises.

HIE EYEN0.2.VOL.1 MAtCH-APm 091
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attempts 10 change his behaviour. Ii is

in this sense that the issue of discipline

In advertising is to be considered.

Advertising today has grown into a

thousand crore plus industry, from

modest beginnings not

so long ago. The indus-

try has a healthy growth
rate of around \1%. Capi-

talized billings of 88
major metro-based agen-

cies alone comes in to

around 720 crorca. Trans-

lated in to plain Eng-

lish, this implies a per-

suasive effort worth

R.s.720 canes from agen-

cies who advertise on a

national scale and influ-

ence national consumer
behaviour In a signifi- ; \'"

cant way. Market noise

has also increased tre-

mendously over the last JaM
live years, wlrh hundreds
of new advertisements

being released every Jp
year. Television, radio

and Ihe print media are

the main vehicles of

promotion in the Indian

context. Newermethods
of promotion such as

personal selling and di- Jfi
reel mailing are also

making inroads into the V
loh..r nar«u

n injure inn §|!|8®
emerges is or.e ofgrow-

ing chaos at the market
place. Advertising agen-

cies are shedding inhibi-

tions and adopting any
method available to cut

through the media clatter and gr<0 a
piece of the consumer’s ever-wander-

ing attention. Under the circumstances,
it would be unnatural if ad agencies did
not throw ethical and moral considera-
tions overboard in making themselves

be examined is that of deception whether

it be wilful and blatant or subtle and
understated. Deception appears in many
forms, some of which are common
enough to merit discussion.

Is an advertisement

which uses false infor-

mation or which leads

to false conclusions ethi-

cally correct ifthe even-

tual product satisfies the

consumer in terms ofthe
benefits he expects?

Even marketing

guru, Ted Levitt, nas
nodded on emphatic

'yes’ as an answer to

this issue. Think again.

The consumer is lured

into buying the

h
’

-

'-v
'vr-.V* in the first place through

Wr ' vHI false or misleading in-M lo-rnanor lie is the

victim of a marketplace

TfW T® hypnosis act, which is

yAJ T unethical

r

CASE: Brand X of

rdf *.4Kmj m toilet soap has just been
0?’' ' •

j gf bunched. The ad pro-

: Sm claims in a not too moc-
jT,X '•

j
gEk* esi manner that the sodj

B^> I
contains ingredient Y

,/ which, of course, docs

all sorts of miraculous

I

things to your inalnour-

- iched ck n Wnat it does

^ a® not mention is that there

t

arc brands A, B. and C
•• in Hie marketplace which

also contain Y and that

brand X na> nothing new
to offer. The discerning

consumer (a scarce com-
modity) is able to sift

ihe hype and draw out the strand of
The man on the street how- truth. But the remaining millions go

outand buy X as if it is their last chance
ever, is blissfully unaware of l0 Mvc ,hc

'

ir wilhcnng sWns
these conspiracies to take over ^-ASE: A microwave oven is adver

’

. .

tised. TTic proud moiher-hcfnemaker
heard through the communication ex- nis mind ana convert it into a role model stands, surrounded by
plosion. The man on the street how-

f .. .
. unit miteA Pulac6 *

ko,IIIils and succulent chicfccn.
ever, is blissfully unaware of these > ertllc colony w*h unlimited ^ SCKlims thQ , thcrc ^ n0 limit
conspiracies to take over his mind and profit potential. It is in this t0 *•» culinary Heights which the said
convert it into a fertile colony with un- oven assists in achieving,
limited profit potential. It is in thiscon- context that the emergence of [ n her dining room. Mrs. Bhaiia. 28
text tha! the emergence of a high pro , •

. watrhdno
and mother of ,wo wondcrs why the

file watchdog agency becomes the need 8 P Jl
chicken she makes never achieves the

of the hour. agency becomes the need of stunning visual effect of the niouth-
I he flrsieihical point which should .. .

wateringred in the picture. Little does

THE EYE .NOJ.VOL.l MARCH-APRIL 1WZ
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lure is a perfect fake, coloured and

doctored to precision by sharp produc-
tion designers. Likewise, most food

product advertisements are doctored

with additives, colour proc-

essing and a wide array oi

tools which technology has

thrust into wrong hands. Ice-

cream. soups, instant foods,

health drinks, chocolate - in

till these eases, the real thing

hears little relation to the pho-

tographed piuduci displayed

in ads.

Personal care products arc

the greatest villains in the

deception game. Facial

creams, heir removers, skin

care lohoas. soaps, tales

the list is endless.

The first-person copy
drools over the virtues ofthe

mnisturiser-ciim -lotion. For

every teenagerwho compar es

her own face with the Facial

Cream Goddess, aeon is exe-

cuted and a product is sold.

In the area of corporate

advertising and capital issue

advertising, deception takes

the form of misrepresenta

lion. Many companies bran-

dish technology transfers and

collaborations which may
amount to buying o few pieces

of machinery from the "col-

laborators'’. Though the

MRTP commission does

investigate allegations of

misrepresentation, there is no

formalised code of conduct

which regulates agencies and
companies from twisting half

truths to their own advan-

tage. Many a time, as In the

recent ease of a leading tex-

tilc manufacturer, the com-
mission is forced to reject

complaints forlack ofaclear

definition (^misrepresentation. Selec-

tive use of information and suggestive

copy in capital issue advertisements

often lead investors to make wrong in-

vestments.

Offcnsivcncssand bad taste ore the

other important issues which advertis-

ers tend to neglect in their trade. To the

advertiser, the human mind isa fortress

under siege. 'Hie advertising anny camps
outside, plotting, sehemingandexplor-

mg the weakness of the fortresses. As

India's booming middle class carries

the flag of conspicuous consumption
forward the Indian advertising indus-

try' has responded by adapting (“copy-

ing” would be a belter word) trend.' of
Western advertising [product to image
to positioning etc.) The result isoften a

host of advertisements which are in-

sensitive to cultural and so-

cial considerations. A glar-

ing example of bad taste is

the ease of the pimpled girl

whose parents cannot find a
good match for her until she

has cleared her facial de-

fects with a popular brand

Of pimple cream . Such ad-

vertisements not only spread

wrong messages hut also

subliminally scar young
minds with baseless com-

plexes.

Hoes adverting cause

people to buy things they

don’t really need? The ad-

vertising establishment of-

ten argues, despite criticisms

to the contrary, that adver-

tising has only a limited in

flucrcc on the consumer.

They argue that one of the

functions of advertising is

to awaken sub-conscious

desires. Hut where does one

draw the line between ilic

stimulation of a genuine, la-

tent need and the hidden

promotion of conspicuous

consumption? A ease in point

is a recent advertisement for,

hold your breath de-

signer underwear for chil-

dren. Do we really have to

stimulate demand for such

products in a country reel-

ing under a DOl’ deficit, cash

crunchand worst of all, mil-

lions of mdcrprivilcgcd chil-

dren.?

In a consuincrist soci-

ety. it is impossible to dis-

criminate among needs.

Consumption israised to the

level of an ethic which renders super-

fluousall thewhys and whethers. There

is a singular absence ot goa Is anti soci-

etydegenerates into a feeling ofanony-

mous well-being, where every man
believes himself to be affluent but is

totally unawareof where his affluence

should lie and docs lie. In such a soci-

ety, hooks, ice-cream, Kuchipudi and

motorbikes get the same ranking. Thus
conspicuous consumption has r.o pat-

tern, no self-guiding mechanism. Man

16
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buys objects independently of Uie use

he can make or wishes to make of
them. It is this consumption ethic which
modern day advertising preaches arvd

promotes. I consume, or eise....bas

become the byline of the Indian middle

class.

Advertising is more often than not

accused ot conditioning people, thrust-

ingchoicesupon them and takingaway
pan oi their freedom. Paradoxically,

the lack of direction which advertising

tails to give to consumption has also

thrown man into a state of unbridled

liberty, in that it gives license to any
form and magnitude of consumption.

Advertising achieves this end by pam-
pering the whims and fancies of the

human mind. One of the more recent

Japanese business aphorisms doing the

rounds says that “the consumer is no
longer king, lie is God”.

Moving away from these generic

areas, some issues specific to the In-

d ;n scenario can also be identified as

problem areas.

Lifestyle selling has become an

accepted mode ol promotion for many
products ranging from cigarettes to

cloihtng. However, what is disturbing

is the fact that a substantial amount of

lifestyle selling has blatantly Ameri-
ca nTuropcun overtones. Awe of the

Occident is a pre-natal instinct in the

Indian psyche which surfaces in all

types of situations. If is the same in-

stinct which surfaces when, on a rural

train, an old village patriarch gets up
from lib precious scat to accommodate
a European punk in a vest and bermu-
das and when intellectuals lap up the

lecture of any mediocre occidental

proiessor with more reverence than
they would accord Sri Aurobindo. It is

ihe same insiinci which is cleverly

used by the ad world when they adver-

tise a range oi products from clothing

10 liquor and soft drinks to cars.

It is particularly significant that all

these advertisements arc urgeted pre-

dominantly at the young. There exists

an acknowledged yuppie-noveau riche

minority in the country which idolizes

consumption and forwhom such a life-

style is pro-sold There is also a larger

middle class which may be brainwashed

into buying a lifestyle which tsalicn to

ti. There also extsis a third class of
nobodics. sin amorphous mass of mal-
leable minds which has the ability to

observe what goes on around them but

One of the more recent

Japanese business

aphorisms doing the rounds

says that “the

consumer is no longer king,

he is God”.

lacks the analytical enterprise to ques-

tion.

CASE: The scene: A C-grade cinema
theater in a small town. The commer-
cials are on. A helicopter arrives at a

beach-side resort, which is soon joined

by a seaplane. A flurry of bikinis, yachts,

surlboarct. and spray ensues. Overampic

doses of nearly nude bodies, a soft

drink is pushed.

rhedamagcthaisuchcommercials

do is irreversible. Ilicy aim at associat-

ing lifestyles w-i:h the products but end
up selling the lifestyle itself, thus de-
aling what may be crudely jargonised

“as dissonances in the social psyche”.

How subversive arc Indian adver-

tisements to the Indian mind? IJo In-

dian ads perpetuate and reinforce sub-

liminal messages of Western cultural

superiority?

CASE: A lading national magazine

Liquor is advertised on the inside page

under the gutsc of chib soda. Pardon-

able? 'Ihe visual shows a very Anglo-

Saxon profile attired in Raj finery flanked

by a very "desi" couple who look on
admiringly. Ihe ad text sells the Raj

unabashedly. Raj nostalgia deteriorates

to Raj worship. Message? Those were
good times, chaps
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Cultural disjunction as a corollary

of homogenisation of die global mar-
ketplace is an observed social reality.

It is particularly significant as India

moves into the nineties with a host of
multinationals on her trail. Ixiw levels

of foreign direct investment, misallo-

cation arxl mismanagement of resources

and indisciplincd borrowing have en-

sured that India finds itself in deep
economic crisis. 'Ihe wave of economic

liberalization now sw eeping me coun-
try brings with it serious cultural por-

tents. I he governments recent deci-

sion to allow international brands is

significant in ihs regard, as mast inter-

national brands use campaigns which
arc derived from, and are in many
eases, carbon copies of campaigns which

have run successfully in their own
countries.

Advertising has been one of the

most cri tizod ind ustricsin recent times

.

Ihe mantle of moderating and con-

ducting the debate on advertising eih-

ics hasso far lain only with the industry

pundits and media sharks. It is impera-
tive that the ballooning middle class,

especially the young, take up ihe

debate on a much wider scale - which
explains this article and why I am
writing it. ^

Suroop Gopalabishian, 25, is a
Naval Architect, currently

studying International Business

at the Indian Institute ofForeign

Trade, New Delhi
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BUPDHSST ECONOMICS
j

BUDDHIST
ECONOMICS

E.F.SCHUMACHER
1

I
I is clear that Buddhist eco-

nomics must be very differ-

ent from the economics of
modem materialism, since the

Buddhist sees Ihc essence of civilisa-

tion not as a multiplication of wants.

"Right Livelihood" is one ofthcrc-

quircments of the Ruddha’s Noble Eight

fold path. It is clear, therefore, that

there must be such a thing as Buddhist

economics.

Buddhist countries have often stated

that they wish to remain faithful to

their heritage. So Burma, 'The New
Burma’, sees no conflict beiween reli-

gious values and economic progress.

Spiritual health and material well-being

arc not enemies, they arc natural allies.

Or: we can blend successfully the reli-

gious and spiritual values of our heri-

tage with the benefits ofmodem tech-

nology . Or : we Burmese have a sacred
duty to conform both our dreams and

cur acts to cur faith. This we shall ever

do.

All the same, such countries invari-

ably assume that they can model their

economicdevelopment plans in accor-

dance with modern economics, and

they call upon modem economists from

so celled advanced countries to advise

them, to lormulatc the policies to be

pursued, and to construct the grand

design for development, the Five-Year

Han or whatever itmay be called. No-
one seems to think that a Buddhist way
of life would call for Buddhist eco-

nomics, just as the modern materialist

way of life has brought forth modem
economics.

Economists themselves, like most
specialists, normally suffer from akind

of metaphysical blindness, assuming
that theirs is a science of absolute and
invariable truths, without any pre-sup-

positions. Some go as far as to claim

that economic laws are as free from
‘ metaphysics' or ‘values' as the law of
gravitation. We need not, however.

The carpet loom is a

tool, a contrivancefor

holding warp threads at

a stretchfor the pile to

be woven round them by

the craftsmen'sfingers;

butthe powerloom is a

machine, and its

significance as a

destroyer of culture lies

in the fact that it does

the essentially ‘ human ”

part ofthe work. The

Buddhist sees the

essence of civilisation

not in a

multiplication of wants

but in the purification of

human character.
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get involved in arguments of method-

ology. Instead, let us take some funda-

mentals and see what they look like

when viewed by a modern economist

and a Buddhist economist.

There is universal agreement that a

fundamental source of wealth is hu-

man labour. Now, the modem econo-

mist has been brought up to consider

'labour' or work as little more than a

necessary evil. From the point of view
of the employer, it is in any case,

simply an item ofcost, lobe reduced to

a minimum if it cannot be eliminated

altogether* say, by automation. From
the point of view of the workman, it is

a ‘disutility'; to work is to make a

sacrifice of one’s leisure and comfort,

and wages are a kind of compensation

for the sacrifice. Hence the ideal from

the point of view of the employer is to

have output without employees, and
the ideal from the point of view of the

employee is to have income without

employment.

The consequences of these attitudes

both in theory and in practice are, of

course, extremely far-icaching. If the

idealwith regard to work is to get rid of

it. every method that ‘reduces the work
load ’ is a good thing. The most potent

method, short of automation, is the so-

called ‘division of labour’ and the clas-

sical example is the pin factory eulo-

gised in Adam Smith's, Wealth of
Nations. Here, it is not a matterof ordi-

nary specialisation, which mankind has

practised from time immemorial, hut

that of dividing up every complete

process of production into minute ports,

so that the final product can be pro-

duced at great speed without anyone

having had to contribute more than a

totally insignificant and, in most cases,

unskilled movement ol his limbs.

The Buddhist point of view takes

the function oi work to be at least

threefold: to give a man a chance to

utilise and develop hs faculties; to



enable him to overcome his ego-

centrcdncss by joining with other

people in a common task; and to

bring form the goods and services

needed for a becoming existence.

A gain, the conse-

quences that flow

from this view are

endless. To organise

work in such a manner that it be-

comes meaningless, boring, stul- -Va
#

lifying, or nerve-racking for the \
"

worker would be little short of

triminal; ii would indicate a greater
|

concern with goods than with i

people, an evil lack of u>mp&-

1

sicn and a soul-destroying degree f

of attachment to the most primi-
:
is

tive side of this worldly existence.

Equally, to strive for leisure as an W
alternative to work would be con-

sidered a complete misunderstand- Jigg
ing of coc of tlic basic truths of

human existence, namely that work

and leisure arc complementary parts JrS?
5

of the same living process and

cannot be separated without de-
'

straying the joy of work and the

bliss of leisure.

From the Buddhist point of

view, there are, therefore, two types of

mechanisation which must be clearly

distinguished: one that enhances a man’s

skill and power and one tha turns tlic

work of man over to a mechanical
slave, leaving man in a position of
having to serve the slave. How to tell

thconc from tIicothcc?“Thccraftsinan

himself,” says Ananda fOomaraswamy,

a man equally competent to talk about
the modem west as the ancient east,

'c<in always, if allowed to, draw the

delicate distinction between the ma-
chine and the tool. I he carpet loom is

a tool, a contrivance for holding waip
threads at a stretch for the pile to be
woven round them by tlx craftsmen's

fingers; hut the power loom is a ma-

chine, and its significance as a de-

stroyer of culture lies in the fact that it

docs the essentially human part of the

work.’ It is clear, therefore, that Bud-
dhist economics must be very dif ferent

from the economics of modern materi-

alism, since the Buddhist sees the es-

serxe of civilisation not in a multipli-

cation of wants hut in the purification

of human character. Character, at die

same lime, is formed primarily by a
man’s work. And work, properly con-

ducted in conditions ofhuman dignity

m
From an economist’spoint of

view, the marvel of the

Buddhist way of life is the

utter rationality of its pattern -

amazingly small means

leading to extraordinarily

satisfactory results.

and freedom, blesses those who do it

and equally their products. The Indian

philosopher and economist, J.C Kumar-
appa sums the matter up ss follows:

‘If tlic nature of the work is prop-

erly appreciated and applied, it will

stand in thesame relation to the higher
faculties as food is to the physical

body. It nourishes and enlivens the

higher man and urges him to produce
the best he is capable of. It directs he
free will along the proper course and
disciplines the animal in him into pro-

gressive channels. It furnishes an ex-

cellent background for man to display
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~ his scale of values and develop
his personally.’

If a man has no chance of
obtaining work he is in a desper-

ate position, not simply because

ritfaj he lacks this nourishing and enli-

vening factorof disciplined work
which nothing can replao:. A mtxl-

ern economist may engage in

highly sophisticated calculations

on whentT !u.l employment pays’

[
- orwhentr t migh: be more ‘eco-

nomic’ to run an economy at less

.. than full employment so as to

ensure a gre-tfrr morality of labour

j. a better stability ofw ages, and so
for,h ' fundamental criterion

ofsuccess is simply the total quan-

tity of goods produced during a® given period of time, ‘if the roar-® i ginal urgency of goods is low’,

Egg says Professor Galbraith in. The
Affluent Society, ‘then, so is tlic

urgency of employing the last

0 man or the last million meu in Che
; ' labour force. ’ And again, ‘If.. . we
can afford some unemployment

.
in the interest of stability - a propo-

I sllka incidentally, of rrpccci-

bly conservative antecedents - then

wc can afford to give those whoare un-

employed the goods that enable them
to sustain their accustomed standard of
living.’

From a Buddhist pointof view, this

is standing the truth on its head by con-
sidering goods as more important than
people and consumption as more im-

portant than creative activity. It means
shifting the emphasis from the worker
to the product ofwork, that is, from the

human to the sub-human, a surrender

to the forces of evil. The very start of

Buddhist economic planning would be
a planning for full employment, and
the primary purpose of this would in

fact be employment for everyone who
needs an ‘outside’ job: it would not he

the maximisation of employment nor
the maximisation of produciion. To let

mothers of young children work in

factories while the children run wild

wtxrld be as uneconomic in the eyes of
a Buddhist economist as the employ-

ment ofa skilled worker as a soldier in

the eyes of a modern economist.

While the materialist is mainly in-

terested in goods, lire Buddhist is mainly

interested in liberation. But Buddhism
is ‘The Middle Way’ and therefore in

no way antagonistic to physical well-



being. It is not wealth that stands in the

way of liberation but the attachment ^

o

wealth; not the enjoyment of pleasur-

able things but the craving for them.

The keynote of Buddhist economics,
therefore, is simplicity and non-vio-

lence. From an economist's point of
view, the marvel of the Buddhist way
of life is the utter rationality of its

pattern - amazingly small means lead-

ing to extraordinarily satisfactory re-

sults.

F
or the modem economist this

is very difficult to understand.

He is used to measuring the

‘standard of living’ by the

amount of annual consumption, assum-

ing all the time that a man who con-

sumes more is ‘better off than a man
who consumesless. A Buddhist econo-

mist would consider this approach ex-

cessively irrational; since consump-
tion is merely a means tohuman well-

being, the aim should be to obtain the

maximum ofwcll-being with the mini-

mum of consumption. "Ihus, if the pur-

pose ofclothing is a certain amount of

temperature comfort and an attractive

appearance, the task is to attain this

purpose with the smallest possible ef-

fort. that is, with the smallest annual

destruction of cloth

and with the help of' -

designs that involve
" *

the smallest possible

input of toil, lire less

to.l there is. the more \
time and strength is

left tor artistic crea- $183

tivity. It would be
'

highly uneconomic,

for instance, to go in

for complicated tai -

1

vK?
loring. like the mod-
ern West, when a V'
much more beautiful

effect can be achieved 'f A
bythcskilfuldraping *

' m
of uncut material. It KL. ff

would be the height

of folly to make ma-

terial so that it should wearout quickly systematic studyofhow to attain given fOI local needs is the most rational way
nnd the height of barbanty to make ends with the minimum means. ofeconomic life, while denendence on
anything ugly, shabby or mean. What odem economics, on the other hand, imports from afar and the consequent
has just been said about clothing ap- considers consumption to he the sole need to produce for expert to unknown
plies equally to all other bumun re- end and purpose ofaUeuinorricaciiv- and distant peoples is hiehiv inecon-

Equallyy people who live in

highly self-sufficient local

communities are less likely to

get involved in large-scale

violence than people whose

existence depends on world-

wide systems of trade.
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that o high rate of consumption of

transport services between a man'shome
and his place of work signifies a mis-

fortune and not a high standard of life,

so the Buddhist economist would hold

that to satisfy human wants from far-

away sources rather than from sources

nearby signifies failure raihcrthan suc-

cess. The former tends to takestatistics

showing an increase in the number of
ton/miles per head of the population

carried by a country’s transport system

as proof of economic progress, while

to the latter - the Buddhist economist -

the same statistics would indicate a
highly undesirable deterioration in the

pattern of consumption.

Another striking difference between
modem economics and Buddhist
economics arises over the use of
natural resources. Bertrar-d de Jouve-

nel. the eminent French political phi-

losopher, has characterised ‘western

man' in words which may be taken as

a fair description of the mexJem econo-
mist:

'Me tends to count nothingas an ex-

penditure, oilier than human effort; he
does net seem to mind how much mineral

matter he wastes and. far worse, how
much living matter he destroys. lie

docs not seem to realise at all that

human life is a dependent part of an
ecosystem of many different forms of
lire. As the world is ruled from towns
where men arc cut offfrom any font: of
life ether than human, the feeling of

belonging to an ecosystem is not re-

vived. This results in a harsh and im-

provident treatment of things upon which
we ultimately depend, such as water

and trees.
’

Just as a modern European econo-
mist would not consider it a great eco-

nomic achievement if all European art

treasures were sold to America at at-

tractive prices, so the Buddhist econo-

mist would insist that a population basing

its economic life on non-renewable

fuels is living parasitically. on capital

instead of income. Such a way of life

could have no permanence and could

therefore be justified only as a purely
temporary expedient. As the world’s

resources of non-renewable fuck - coal,

oil and natural gas - arc exceedingly
unevenly distributed over the globe

and undoubtedly limited in quantity, it

is clear that their exploitation at an
ever-increasing rate is an act of vio-

lence against nature which must al-

most inevitably lead to violence be-

tween men
Tliis fact alone might give food lor

thought ever, to those people in Bud-
dhist countries who care nothing for

the religious and spiritual values of

It is not a question of

choosing between ‘modern

growth ' and *traditional

stagnation \

It is a question offinding the

rightpath ofdevelopment, the

Middle Way between

materialist heedlessness and

traditionalist immobility, in

short, offinding

‘Right Livelihood

their heritage and ardently desire to

embrace the materialism of modem
cconomicsat thefastest possible speed.

Before they dismiss Buddhist econom-
ics as nothing better than a nostalgic

dream, they might wish to consider

whether the pathof economic develop
ment outlined by modem economics is

likely to lead them to places where

they really wart tobe. Towards theend
ofhis courageous book, The Challenge

of Men's Future, Professor Harrison

Brown of the California Institute of
Technology gives the following ap-

praisal:

‘Thus we see that, just as industrial

society is fundamentally unstable and
subject to reversion to agrarian exis-

tence, so within their ability to avoid

the conditions which impose rigid

organisation and totalitarian control.

Indeed, when we examine all of the

foreseeable difficulties which threaten

the survival of industrial civilisation, it

is difficult toseehow the achievement

of stability and the maintenance of
individual liberty can be made com-
patible.’

Even if this were dismissed as a

long-term view there is the immediate

question of whether ‘modernisation’.

as currently practised withoutregard to

religious and spiritual values, is actu-

ally producing agreeable results. As
far as the masses are concerned, the

results appear to be disastrous - a col-

lapse ofthe rural economy, a i ising tide

Of unemployment in town and country,
and the growth of a city proletariat

without nourishment foreither body or
soul.

It is in the light of both immediate
experience and long-term prospects that

the study of Buddhist economics could
he recommended even to those who
believe lhat economic growth is more
important than any spiritual or reli-

gious values. For it is not a question of
choosing between ‘modem growth’ and
‘ traditional stagnation’. It iso question

of finding the right path of develop-

ment, the Middle Way between mate-
rialist heedlessness and traditionalist

immobility, in short, of finding ‘Right
Livelihood’. 9

The essay is takenfrom E.F.

Schumacher’s well known book
"Small is beautiful”

.

Pix: Courtesy IGNCA

Democracy is not a state In vhlch
people act like sheep. Under de-

mocracy individual liberty ofopin-
ionand action isjealouslyguarded.

-Gandhi
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\ SIMPLICITY |

EXCELLENCE THROUGH
SIMPLICITY

A MAJOR DIMENSION OF EXCELLENCE IS SIMPLICITY

A MANAGEMENT ANALYSIS
M B ATHREYA

M any people hold an un-

stated assumption in their

mind that success in any

field is due to the availa-

bility of resources, opportunities, luck,

etc. Young people on the threshold of

life are particularly liable to this as-

sumptioo.rbr themany young in India,

who are not affluent, this ran be a very

discouraging, debilitating thought. For

the few who arc affluent also, this idea

can be a source of complacency and
under achievement. Such attitudes could

lead to destructive competition, cor-

nering of resources, exhfritionism. wast-

age and similar ills ofa coosumcrist so-

ciety.

EXTERNALISING
All the three factors mentioned above-

resources, opportunities and luck - arc

examples of “externalising" explana-

tions for what happens in human lives.

Exicmalisation takes place in two ways:

(1)AtlnbuUnganother person'ssuccess
to his or her favoured access to rc-

cnurce, opportunities or luck.

(ii)Explaining away one’sown failures

to the alleged lack of these three fac-

tors.

Bothways ofresponding to life are

unfairand unhelpful, to the person and

to oneself. Let us examine some of

these rationalisations.

RESOURCES
The normalhuman tendency is to seek

more resources at any given time.This

tendency is manfested at different levels

ofhuman aggregation - the individual,

family, organisation or nation. To be

sure, there arc occasions when addi

tiooal resource inputs arc required. But
more often than not, the hidden agenda

is to preempt and hoard the resources,

so as to deny it tosome other party - be

they relatives, friends, colleagues,

another organisation or a foreign na-

tion. The macro, glctoal impact of this

micro level obsession with resource

control and enjoyment is to threaten

the environment, ecology and the sur

viral of plant, animal and, indeed, human
life.

MANAGEMENT I ESSON
Modern management science offers a

number of concepts, which are not

only relevant to business organisations,

but are also very pertinent to individu-

als, families and nations in managing

their respective affairs. It is particu-

larly useful toyoungpersons,whohave
still to make some basicchoices ofval-
ues, altitudes, goals and life positions.

They do not have to go through the

same amount of unlearning of wrong
mind-sets, and relearning of meanings

that older adults have to.

Management Science helps each

of us raise the following crucial

questions about resources in our

lives.

i)Arc you making optimal use of

resouccs already available to you?

ii)Arc you developing the resources

at yourcommand, starting from even a

small base?

iiiJAre you generating more re-

sources, by multiplying the returns on
existing resources?

ivjAre you mobiMng the resources

in and around you, which may be un-

tapped or under-upped?
v)Are you conserving resources,

with a long-term perspective?

Let us examine seme examples:

UTILISATION
First of all, is one aware of all the re-

sources at one’s command? Make an

inventory of these:

n



a) Dunum Resource* - These arc Uic

m<Kl valuable resources. Philosophi
caDy, some even object to the use of
the term “resource” with respect to

human beings. Yes, we humans have
severaldimensions.all simultaneously

valid

:

- Weare the “s.xinxs”afall thought,

goals and actions.

- We are also the “ends” of all ac-

tivity, outputs and benefits.

- We can be, in addition, resources

to ourselves and to others.

You have direct access to at least

three the following:

- Yourself. /
- Your siblings.

- Parents.

- Close friends.

- Direct Teachers.

One can examine ways of better

utilisation of these human resources

through :

- Interaction.

- learning.

- Evaluation.

The biggest challenge is to know
and utilise one's own capacities better.

h) Physical Resources - If one
wants alibis, there are many things to

complain about:

- Lack ofan independent room for

study at home.
- LaJc ofan independent fast trans-

port like car -or motorcycle to

college and back.
- Inadequacy of books and papers.
- Insufficient repertoire to display

sartorial elegance at work and so-

cially.

History is replete with examples of
individuals excelling under severe re-

source constraints. I grew up with sto-

ries of freedom fighters, scientists and
academics studying with hurricane

lamps, understreet lighting in die early

days of rural electrification; in crowded
houses, schools, trains, buses and pub-
lic places.

c) Financial Resources - This is in

two parts

- The family's total disposable in-

come.
- One’s own pocket money.

In a wider culture of coasumcrism,
one can so easily fall prey to the ten

dcocy for an inferiority complex, wtb
several possible feelings, such as that

:

- My parcels arc nut rich enough to

get a good start in life - like send

But the greatest scopefor

development is with

oneself. The two major

developments ofthe

contemporary world

underline the centrality

ofthe individualand

his initiative.

ingmeto boarding schools, capi-

tation fee colleges, trips abroad,

own video and music systems,
private sports coaching, health

clubs, etc.

- Why didn’t I inherit goodmoney
either from my father’s or at least

my mother’s side?
- My lather is net clever or cun-
ning enough to succeed in the rat

race of career and money mak-
ing.

e-x .

- Why Isn’t my mother also a suc-
cessful career woman?

To be sure, there are honourable
exceptions. There arc young people
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who do introspect and arrive at the

following kind? of insights

:

.
- Beyond a point, family wealth
and liberal pocket money may be
a handicap, a source of tempta-

tions, attracting wrong company,
forming unhealthy habits.

- It is more important to learn to

spend wisely than have plenty to

spend.

- It docs not take king to run out of
money, whatever the starting

balance
- It is a greater degree of personal

satisfaction and self-worth m save,

earn and build up ore’sown wealth

than to flaunt family inheritance.

DEVELOPMENT
We have focussed on resource “utilisa-

rion’* in order to illustrate the impor-
tance of attitudes. On the same lines,

but more briefly, it is useful to recog-
nise that one can work at “develop
ment” ofresources. In enlightenedself-
interest, one can contribute to the de-

velopment of others, so that tliey be-
come, in turn, belter resources to one-
self. it can be a widcring circle of
“others"

:

- younger siblings.

- close classmates.

- intimate friends.

Rut the greatest scope for develop
meat is with oneself. The two major
developments ofdie contemporary world
underline the centrality of the individ-

ual and hisinitiative. These two devel-
opments are

:

- The emergence of pluralistic de-

mocracy a? the almost universal

political system.
- The acceptance ofa broadlycom

petilive, social market economy.
The former requires an aware, re-

sponsible individual citizen, who can
exercise the right to vote, as well as

participateinseveral relevantsocial is-

sues. The latter change makes it neces-
sary for the individual to equip oneself
to participate effectively in economic
activity. With the Stale playing a less

dominant role, a great responsibility

falls on the “elite", to provide mean-
ingful leadership in all fields - eco-
nomic. social, educational, medical,
legal, aesthetic and spirituaL The ac-
ceptance of the market and political

decentralisation means also the world
K accepting the following:

- There will always be some kind
of elite.



- Laws, polices and systems should

ensure that the elite ss coming up

on merit and demonstrated per-

formance.

- Culture should fester the norm

that the elite wi 1 1 see it as its duty

to contribute, to enrich society in

various ways - economically, edu-

cationally, aesthetically, etc.

GENERATION
An attitude of dependence keeps one

waiting for resources from outside.

One’s confidence and self-worth

go up by generating one’s own re-

sources. This is a way of earning and

deriving autonomy from parents, teach-

ers and seniors in any context - firm,

club, association or similar organisa-

tion. Delegation and freedom are not

only to be given, but taken by one’s

initiative.

Resources can bc”gcncratcd” by an

individual in several ways
- Time saved from wasteful appli-

cations is, indeed, rime gener-

ated. An era of consumerism is

an invitation forwasting time in a

myriad ways

:

- Window shopping.

- Shopping.
- Promenading, in order to dis-

play what one has acquired.

Partying, to see and to be seen.

- Seeing films and videos, not on

merits, but to be seen to be

“in," “with it".

- Similarly, reading certain kinds

of magazines and books.

A core message in Tune Manage-

ment training courses is

:

"You will not get the time to do the

many things that you want; but you

will nave to make the lime to do the

priorities”.

- A fair amount ol "learning" can

be generated by seeking out the

right kinds of experiences, intro-

specting on them, generating in-

sights about one’s strengths, weak-

nesses, aptitudes and aspirations.

- Physical, psychological, intellec-

tual and spiritual energy can be
generated by :

- Physical and mental fitness,

through appropriate exercise and

diet.

- Meditationforstillingthemind

and probing deeper into one’s

sub-conscious.

- Selectivereading and exposure

for conceptual clarity.

C SIMPLICITY |
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- Philosophical and devotional

exploration for some under-

standing of the cosmos, life

forms and human links and re-

sponsibilities.

• Avoiding misuse of that en-

ergy in unproductive pursuits

and conflicts.

We have held back the most obvi-

ous and elementary aspect of genera-

tion, namely that of money. It takes a

fair amount of maturity and self-con-

trol in d climate of consumerism to

control one’s herd instincts, restrain

from excessive consumption, and make

a habit of saving from pocket money
first, and from income later.

MOBILISATION
One of the key elements of leadership

m any field is to mobilise dormant

resources. Such leadership is required

in all fields - in the student body, fac-

ulty. government, industry, arts, poli-

tics and social service. Pumping c lot

ofexternal resources is not aneffective

route to excellence. In fact, experience

shows that external resources, beyond

a point, harm individuals, communi-

ties and nations. One can mobilise

resources creatively in many ways:

- Invite classmates and friends to

be directly involved in worth-

while projects - intellectual, aes-

thetic, environmental, etc.

- From those who cannot devote

time to such projects, get contri-

butions in cash or kind - books,

papers, clothes, etc.

- Similarly, provide worthwhile out-

lets to people in the neighbourtxxxl

and surrounding community.

INDIAN PERSPECTIVES
The above points arc not an argument

for austerity, self-denial and asceti-

cism . Excellence can be achieved quite

consistent with enjoyment. However,

one dimension of excellence is sim-

plicity. Gaudincss and any form of

excess is a wastage of resources, and

hcr.ee detracts from the very concept

of excellence. Indian philosophy re-

cognises four legitimate objectives of

human existance. It recommends them

in a particular order, namely:

\)Dharma - Righteousness

ii) Arlhu - Wealth

iii) Kama - Enjoyment

iv) Moksha - Release

The mortal is typically likely to

evolve in the following order:

a) Kama - Want to enjoy the good

TOE BYE NO.JKWPOMPB1L1W

things of life.

b) Ardia - Seek wealth to buy

those things.

The corsuincrist ethos stimulates the

individual towards these, two object-

ives.

Developing country governments will

chase GNP growth for some time to

come. Industry will developnew prod-

ucts and services and advertise heavily

and seductively. It is rather for the in-

dividual to defend himself against over-

stimulation. lie or she can do this by

consciously cultivating simplicity, not

somuch in goals, but in methods. Such

simplicity will lead most indi-

viduals towards the third objective:

c) Dharma - Pursue wealth and en-

joyment through the right methods.

In this ageless debate of whether

good wins over bad, ce vice versa, the

data at individual, national and inter-

national levels continue to underline

the message of hope that good wins,

and increasingly faster.

Indian philosophy has two other

simple messages that can help us to-

wards excellence. Both are in the Gita:

i) Yogah karmasu kaitsdom - Yoga

is excellence in action. It is an

invitation to excel in whatever

one does.

ii) Yogah samarva uchayae - Yoga

is balance. Avoiding extremes.

In an age of consumerism, a bal-

anced approach to lift is more impera-

tive. We can conclude with two state-

ments :

i) Excellence is Simplicity -Mak-

ing complex things simpler, by

cutting out the inessentials.

ii) Simplicity ts Excellence - Doing

things as simply and efficiently

as possible, is the best rcote to

excellence. •

Dr, Mrityunjay Adircya has a var-

ied background. He has been a for-

malstudent offinance;
behavioural

sciences and management. lie has

also been informally a student of

philosophy and society. After work-

ing in Indian industry, he obtained

a doctoratefrom the Harvard Busi-

ness School. He has taught a: the

IIM, Calcutta, and die London and

Scottish Business Schools. He now
consults with industry, government

andNGOs.
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POLICY INSCRIPTION

NEEDED
A POLICY PRESCRIPTION

NALIN JOHKI

the amended drug rules (1077) which

T
ni. i ainicsio^. Does the world ofallopathic
Mr. II.b. Ram is a school- , , '

,
.

require dial each drug manufacturing
teacher from Jamshedpur. arugs conform to the basic unit, big or small, set up an “in house”

Ilis son was suffering from tenets of the Hippocratic oath? laboratory for testing drugs. Earlier,

career. I le was desperately in need of This “indu strv of service" hnv
Ihe raanufat<urcrs could get their raw

Vinblastine, a life saving drug for can- V3 J * has
materials and final products tested by

cer. It had to be got from Coimbatore. n0w become an government approved laboratories.

So ran the advertisementofa popu- “industry ofcommerce ” F;nll;re 10 "’mply with this could even

:*r company. Mr. Ran, was certainly and hasgone Ihe consumerist °'

•cry fortunate to have got such express „ ti ,

me errant drug manufacturer,

service. It isn't always a success story. "’‘V- ™e author analyses some Big bouses Ike Glaxo, Hoecnst.

For each Mr. Ram.who has the meats ofthe issues
Ranbaxy etc. can afford to and have

BB=~ *— S55SSSdon t have the meats or are unable to do’Thisdoesaddtohis^hfprodiS.
pro^esuppte of vital ntJdBnes.

... lion, pladaghitt, in a peculiarSion
Awiteri

'• -the cost inaease might wipeout this

XV.*5
,

_ 3$*. manufacturer from the market, but if
Often it happens that a trip to the .r : ^ be doesn’t comply with the latxwa-
cneraists. drawsablank. The reason Pv

- tory clause, the drug controlling
for this being that a particular medi-

‘ r'Bw dul,luriI ics would wipe him out.
Cine is not available. Of course,

'jfcBiL A5 is, given the shortage of
the ever helpful chemist did ff :^^B technical staff to man such
suggest a medicine of the same v* • f^B laboratories and the possi-

genre. Your dazed mind is now Vfc oB ifSttm
bility of the manufacturer

faced with the choice of wc- 'Jm ...
t % JHl, pressurising their technical

h; ,m ,n UHpK lie.iur

ersatz or the trek back to the JQ '

'mE"' gerce of batches of sub-

physician.Wbat has happened ©1) f h standard drugs appears a

here is tliat some chemists stock likely outcome. Of course,

medicines of par.icular cc:rr- WHmjffl.. tlx drug control authorities

paries for considerations cilxr *5111*' Till ill / HBi would !t.<c loconrr,. rHv

; nan the mccicirc iuel I It eon Id Y] ' H jj
^coi by cl,ng;,

? :c the

wry well ha:,pen that sou nave, |HWF‘
pn-xerniinn fo; Rani id™ - bu,

^8V .

"
v :V>YY in I in >! I.YMI

ecntly introduced Omcpra/.olc. All these
'

’ R HF1NEMF.NT
belong to thesame family of anti-ulcer The story of medical equipment is
diugs except for changes In formula- SPURIOUS DRUGS AND OlJAlJTY even stranger. There is a black market
tions and the price charged. All avail- CONTROL forcathctcm.scalp-vcinscts, etc. Mind
able cyc-spsiceatthcchcmists is chock- Oflate.a disturbing trend hasalsobccn you. scalp-vein sets are manufactured
full with medicine-like products - pred- noticed. Drugswhicb arc meant to cure in India. But their quality leave* a lot to
uets, which on account of their sup- humans are killing them more often bedesired. Dr. Nayan. who practices in
posed medicinal content in whatever that not, due tothcirsufcstandardquol- a private nursinghome in Delhi opined
minute fraciitxj, p<iss of a* medicine, it) . Tlic most common example is the dial he would reel safer using the fire
1 he eye-space, of course, commsod. faint opacity of a fungus observed in Japanese scalp-vein setson his patients
mg a price. In effect, these have a ten- intravenous solutions, causing rather than their poorer Indian cousins,
dency to crowd out genuine febrile reactions. These substandard Strange, o small thing such as a scalp-
medicincs. products arc flooding the market due to vien set and we |ust don’t have the
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technology to turn out good quality

sets. Or, is it due to the foci that

technology is tied up in perfecting the

technique to make imitations, somuch
so that the real thing - the scalp-vein

set, fades into the background? Even
otherwise, the mind has been so condi-

lioned that people would rather fork

out the extra rupees even if it means an

undcr-the-board transaction, the end

result of course being a quality prod-

uct. Not realizing that what they are

left with is a dude product. Who do
they get redressal from? Don't the

•'extra rupees” send an unambiguous
signal to manufacturers Indian, not to

compromise on quality?

LICENSES TO....

Many specialized lines of treatment,

as in cancer
,

require drugs which,

besides being very expensive have to

be more often than not imported from

abroad. And importing means entering

the murky field oflicenses. Ifa particu-

lar drug is in short supply, what does a

helpless consumer do
,
short of a letter

totheDrugController? llteauthorities

invariably reply giving a list of Indian

companies with the requisite import

licenses and also the news that the said

drug is not in short supply. How dees

this help the consumer who still has to

wait for Mr. Fix-it to “arrange” the

medicines albeit at a higher cost? It is

not just the latest antibiotics like Van-

comycin which arc in short supply but

also the coon BCG vaccine, so neccs

sary for immunization, which are hard

tocomc by. Take the caseofpotassium

penicillin. Ihis was manufactured by

Sarabhai Chemicals and also by the

public sector, Indian Drugs and Phar-

maceuticals Ltd (IDPL). Supplies were

easy locome by. The ailing IDPL then

became so sick that losses have com-
pletely eliminated the net worth of the

company many years ago. IDPL has

built up an accumulated loss ofRs. 427

crores by March '91. In this scenario,

potassium penicillin started disappear-

ing from chemists. The peculiarity of

the situation borders on the tragic. IDPL

can he revived possibly by privatiza-

tion. Bui this will depend on the gov-

ernment's will to carry this move
through, especially as all the units arc

in politically sensitive states. Added to

this is a recalcitrant work force of

12,0(X). And the Rishikesh plant of

IDPL has some of the best facilities to

manufacture, besides potassium peni-

POLICY PRESCRIPTION
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cillin, streptomycin, tetracycline,

oxytctracyclinc, ampicillin and cchal-

exin. These are some of the mest widely

used antibiotics. If the November 29,

1991 public sectorstrike is anything to

go by, it is unlikely that this privatiza-

tion move will see the light of day.

PRICING THE RIGHTMIX
The Drug Price Control Order, by

deviating from the original policy di-

rection of 1979 has mode the manufac-

tureof^cw-ewe/jrw/drugs more lucra-

tive. Naturally, with no compulsion

now bearing on them, drug manufac-

turers arc giving the bye to many es-

sential drugs. However, the Ministry

ofChemicals has finally woken up and

is lcoking into the matter and is trying

to bring some sort of linkage between

the price structure and the list of essen-

tial drugs so as to ensure that the pro-

duction capacity improves during the

Eighth Plan period. There is a plethora

of non-essential drugs with at times

unnecessary dwnges in formulation and

brand names. The result being that

there arc mtny manufacturers of the

same drug - something which could

easily be cut down upon.

PRODUCERS’ HEADACHES
Problems exist notjust for the consum-

ers. The producers also have problems,

seme of them very genuine. To
highlight some of these problems, c

strike was called by the pharmaceuii-

Ilard times are in store

for the man in the street

whose onlyfault is that

he is unwell.

TOSBVEN03VDL1 MARCHAPRIL IW

cal trade and industry on the 26 of

August ’91. Issues centered around,

withdrawal of five percent ceiling on

price increases, neutralisation of cost

escalation, on account of devaluation,

cost increases due to domestic inputs

would be neutralized, computing prices

on actual as against notional casts,

continuation of loan license manufac-

ture and trade margins for retailers.

Apparently only the first two are under

minstertal consideration. What this au-

gurs for the common man, besides the

obv-ous increasein prices ismorehard-

ship.

The revised Craft of the New Drug
Policy which isawaiting Cabinet clear

ance, proposes radical changes with

far-reaching consequences. The major

policy changes that this enunciates are:

a) a single maximum allowable post-

manufacturing expense (MAPE) of

1C0% by merging Uiccxistingtwodrug

categories into one b) reduction in num-

ber of drugs under price control ftixn

1 40 in category I to around 95 in the

single automatic escalation of prices

list undercenain conditions c) compa-

nies will be allowed tojack up prices to

the extent of 70% of the increase in the

wholesale price index, de-reserving 7
of the 15 drugs that are manufactured

exclusively by the public sector.

IN PURSUIT OF ANAWAKENING
The picture that emerges from all of

this , is at best confused. It hinges on a

lot ofifs and buts. I he situation is in a

slate offlux but indications arc that the

high drug prices m ight rise even higher.

Quality control a> well as the essential;

non-essential mix of drugs are issues

which cannot be left to the social sen-

sitivity of manufacturers. Something

concrete needs to be done about this

and fast. With no let up in the rising

prices, an ailing pharmaceutical indus-

try (though some majorcom panics arc

in a position to flaunt their bottom-

line) and a government preoccupied

with a host of other issues, falling ill

can prove a very costly affair. Hard
limes arc in store for the man in the

street whose only fault is that he is

unwell. •

NalinJuhri,22 is the volunteereditor

of the National Cancer Foundation

newslettcr.Hc is a student of Eco-
nomics ox ihe Hindu College. Delhi
UniversityIllustrations: Rustam
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THIS IS MY COW,
SIR!

AMRITA PRITAM

T
he colour of her skin was a tasted the salty smell of her blood. At
rare shade of light yellowish night she had seer the other cows. Now
brown. Her four sensuous teats they were all hulks of flesh, limbs torn

were not the usual black, sag- from their bodies.

;--g and wrinkled lumps of flesh. In-

stead these were p:nk with a shade of
blade that made the pink in them more
prominent. That is why the villagers

ca2cd her a Kapila cow.
Kapila collapsed each time she tried

to set jp on her broken legs. Each lime
she made a gallant effort to dig her

hoofs on the ground and stand straight,

she staggered and crashed helplessly

on the hard ground.

Now there was no semblance
<o\ movement in ncr body.

Breadimg heavily she stuck

out her tongue to lick the

stone. Instead, her mouth

She heard some voices from far

away. A voiceboomed across, 'This is

an atrocity committed on the holy mother
cow. May the damnation ofGed fall on
these sinners and criminals who have

slaughtered the innocent cows.”

Another agitated voice spoke. “A
country in which this sin was commit-
ted has taken leave of its senses. That

country will surely sink in the curse of

the innocent blood of its cows”.

A hundred voices echoed from a

vaulted sky. It was as If these voices

from the darkness had assaulted the

rays of die rising sum
Kapila was sinking into a numb-

ness and her hoofs were stuck ill streams

ofwarm blood that flowed on the ground

Then she felt some people walking
around in uniforms and surveying what
had happened. She saw them with her
stony eyes. Far away she noticed the

wreckage ol an aeroplane.

“Then what happened?” somebody
asked.

A humble and abject reply came,
“Sir, before, faking off, I performed the

routine tests and lined up the plane on
runway 19. Relenting the brakes and

power on 6000 RPM, 1 accelerated the

engine to takeoff. When I looked out-

side, I could not see anything except
the lights.”

"What happened after that?” tne

voice asked impatiently.

Kapila collapsed each time

she tried to get up on her

broken legs. Each time she

made a gallant effort to

dig her hoofs on the

ground and stand

\straight, she staggered

and crashed help-

lessly on the hard

ground.

“Sir, the aeroplane kept on rolling,

the speed was increasing, the middle
marker indicated a speed of 135 knots.

I pulled thecontrol stick and as I did so
1 was looking at the instrument panel.

Thenose wheel of the plane lifted and
then I felt a number of violent shocks
and jerks.”
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A STORY

He went on, ‘I shut the engine
immediately and applied the brakes. It

seemed as if somebody was shaking

the plane violently. My first reaction

was that, perhaps, the tyre ol the plane

had burst or skidded off the runway

towards tnc trees. Or perhaps, u had
crashed into a pit. At this moment, with

a terrible jerk, the right wheel of the

plane broke away and with a sharp

swerve turned right and then skidded

off the runway. There were sparks wound
the plane as its belly screeched against

the ground.”

IT>e impatient voice interrupted him,

“Wlere was the navigator at tliat time?"

A new voice intervened, “Sir, I am
the navigator of the plane. At the time

ofthe takeoff, I was sitting on the crash

scat. 'The plane came to a sudden slop

and I tried to open the entry’ door. But

the door had got jammed. Then I saw

that the nose section of the plane had

broken apart with a big gaping hole in

it and I squeezed out of that hole.”

Somebody asked the pilot, “How
did you get out of the plane?"An abject

voice replied, "Sir. 1 had only one way
of getting out and that was to jettison

out ot my scat canopy. I pressed the

button, the canopy flung open and then

again shut back with a bang. The aero-

plane at that time was still. Therefore,

there was no flow of air under it. I

realised that I was imprisoned in the

aeroplane. I tried to open the canopy

with my hands but could not raise it.

Then 1 tried to raise the canopy open by

pressing my head against it. I struggled

and opened it with my hands. Holding

it ajar, I jumped out. When I came out,

I saw that the right wing of the plane

had broken off. There were pools of
blood round the runway and I saw
many cows lying dead. I was afraid

that with this impact the plane would
catch fire. This iswhy we raced offand
stood far away."

Another voice called out, “ But
how the hell did these cows get into the

airfield area?” Quick came the reply,

“Sir,wc arc completely ignorant about

it and it is, in fact, amsmng.”
An autlioriiarian voice rang, “The

investigation must be quick and
thorough. But right now the situation is

volatile. Both of you should rot goout
of your protected areas. There is a
demonstration going on in the village

against us for having ranmed into these

cows."

1

Kapila fell that her life was ebbing

away. Her eyes opened, blinked and

then elosedagain. Her eyelids cropped

over her eyes like heavy curtains. The
light was fading into darkness. She felt

a throng of people gathering around

her as she heard a multitude ofvoices.
Somebody asked, “Who arc the

owners of these cows?”
Kapila felt some stirring within her.

But as she tried to look up, silence fell

Kapilafelt that her life was

ebbing away. Her eyes

opened, blinked and then

closed again. Her eyelids

dropped on her eyes like

heavy curtains. The light was

fading into darkness. She felt

a throng ofpeople gathering

around her as she hearda

multitude of voices.

on the scene. From somewhere a voice
came loud and clear, “Those of you
whoown the cows will give your names.

You will get compensation for these

dead cows.”

Then a babble of voices tore the air

in a burst of cries ad shrieks.

“This was my cow, Sir.”

“This white cow is mine and my
name is Shcra.”

“This was my cow. Sir, and my
name is Ilaraama.”

“This cow with three teats is mine
and my name is Rckba."

‘This tail less cow is mine, Sir."

“Tliis cow is mine...

“This cow...

“This cow..."

The babble of voices and names
shook this ghastly landscape of blood

and hulks of flesh.

And then a voice thundered. “I see...

You have given twenty names but there

are only ten cows here. You are all a

pack of lairs.”

Kapila tried to open her eyes to

identify the owners. Some faces were

familiar; the others complete strang-

ers. No one ever knew from where
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. rad come. Kapila recognised the now. She fried to move her fail to tlap Iler master. Did she have a master?

_.c icr master, Mohan. She thought away the Hies on her body. Cut even Who would ever own hernow? A lump

and with all the might of her hcrtail had become numb and motion- of lifelessness.

. - ng life tried to yell out something, less. Knpila’s stony eyes faintly saw some

. nig lump cholccd her throat. Somebody marched on the scene movement in front of her. Maybe. Mohan

\ voice boomed in the air, "You with his lxx>ts thumping the ground, had come after all. Maybe, he hod

claiming ownership of these cows He shouted. “Where are the twenty come to put his soft hand on the lifeless

of the promised compensa- people who had conic to claim com- skin of his dying cow.

- Eh. I see your game. You are not pensation? Now, no one is prepared to Wiih a great effort she tried to lift

w r.crsof these dead cows. You are all even own these dead animals. They the eyelids off her misty eyes. A soft

- >.trs ar,d deceivers.” even deny having ever seen them-just touch on her skin sent a shiverof warmth

Even before these words could die because they have been told that they through her body. Something was toudi-

the owners of the cows hod qui- have caused a damage of thirty-five ingher.... A touch of velvet... A fcel-

. v slipped out. A deafening darkness lakn rupees to our plane! And now the ingof silk. Something softer and warmer

c on the landscape. Kapila did not cows will have to bear this.” than the caressing hands of Mohan.

> - w whether it was the darkness of Kapila longed to sec the face or her Through the slit of her drooping

:rc approaching night or the darkness masterbuthe had fled. Her mind reeled eyes she knew who it was. Her own

: death that was stalking around her. and shuttled backand fonh in a myriad being. Her very life. Her own calf,

to grab her by the throat and take image of memories. From somewhere, her own calf hid
- - far away. A pause of silence fol- lime was when her master Mohan come. Where did beoumc from? Apart

: wed as if many hundred years had fell seriously ill and all hope of his re- of her being, her own calf was licking

p xsed A voice yelled out. "Tell us, covery were given up. Some sainl told the body of his dying mother. A surge

nuukidur, how ever did these tows him that on a particular Tuesday he of tide hit her and she was carried on it

get into the restricted area of this air- should offer a ball of kneaded flour to far away. •
f.L-ld. We have just come to know that his cow with his own liands. And. like

:resc cows arc brought stealthily to a miracle. Mohan had recovered.

_ /c here every night. The owners of Kapila’s numbness and lifeless limbs Translated from die original

these cows bribe you every month, fell a strange sensation, a hunger of Punjabi by Manmohan Singh

You arc going to be hauled up for tills longing. A ball of kneaded fioui! Courtesy: Pratibha India

*Cindal." Memories shuttled backward and for- Illustration: Suchitra Chouhan

Kapila’S life was a mere faint glow ward. On Tuesday. Was it a Tuesday?



THE DANCER, DANCING

Thai dancer dancing, the singer singing?

neither one nor the other

what one or other seem
but them, upon whom has come
the soul of fire leaping, water running-

spirits of the winds.

It is only so

tltosc turning gyres, the whirling rings-

all such, surprising sounds from chords and strings

ihc medium singing as it sings,

or springing up the breathless winding stair

iluugh no wings.

Yes, as and when
fire-water-the winds-care to conspire

the pulse mounts higher,

tongue inspires-

a Nijinsky, an Ulanova

or who have you-

dreams.

Half an liour, only a half

before conics the great divide

between day and absolute night

And only in this half

to snatch a beating heart

from out the flaming jaws

Stroke on stroke, the minute hand ticks off

the approaching digits

so not a dot remains. /

The reign of stones resumed,

no force turns the wailing page-

to turn the untameable tides alone.

Half an hour, a half only

in which into eyes draw die glimmer
that lies flashing upon the waves.

Docs such grace, as obtain

suffice to rouse body and soul

into a lasting reunion?

•Keshav Malik

Keshav Malik was born in Pakistan in 1924 and is a

Literary Editor of "Thought Daily."He is the an criit

of the Times ofIndia since 1978 and is an active

member of the Poetry Society. He has some poetry

volume* to his credit. They are called 'Negatives' . His

anthology, "Islands ofMind' hasjust been released.

The above two poems are from the same anthology.
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j hoeTky

I remember responding enthusi-

astically to ihc poems I had to study
in my kindergarten classes. When I

»to«c a few and showed them to my
neads. as well as to my teachers,

encouraged me to write more...

I cocunued doing so throughoutmy
s^ool and college years. In 1950,

1

decided, while in London, togive up

y job and devote myself to the

anting of poetry.My first book was
^jblished soon after I left for

Bombay in a steamship, receiving a
few copies ofit at aFrench seaport.
Tbe rest of them arrived in Bombay
two months later.

I cannot explain why I chose
poetry as my main medium of

expression. Nor can I describe what
I usually try to convey through my
poems. It is all in the actual stale of
mind and the process of writing that

oac discovers whatone wants to say

,

and how. Love ofreadingpoetry and
then wanting to write it odd up to be-
coming a poet, though not necessar-
ily a good one. Both the reading and
the writing have to be related to a
way oflife, and to persistent interest

in the problems of poetic craftsman-
ship. Without that interest and that

»ay of life, the "poet” has only
chosen a mode of self-indulgence.

A WAY OF LIFE

“I am in love with India”,

the tourist said

when I saw him off

at the airport.

He was not referring to

the 200.1X0 or more
pavement-dwellers of Bombay.

Reluming home, I glanced

at some of them-

and turned away.
I, too. was in love with India,

and even more, with myself.

Whai can be done, I ask

repeatedly

about India’s poverty?

Then I settled down to one more
splendid South Indian vegetable

biryani

with a cheerful friend.

Loving India, and oneself,

is a way of life, after all.

-Nisstm Ezekiel

A WALK

i would like to go
for a walk with you;

as we pass the side

of large grey walls

pluck while and yellow wild flowers

and

for that touch of cultivated

subtlety

collect a hand

of fragrant white jasmine

from the overhanging

of delicate leaves

as the mind becomes
a wisp of coolness

joining the blue sky

there lies only the distance

to the green hillock ahead

there, among the spread

of the dart, large trees

one may turn round

to face

the marvel of creation.

’Akhila Ghosh

THE DANCE
OF THE PEACOCK

It is not the dance itself

nor the colours dial fascinate,

it is the moment ofjoy
above

a blue cloud

another joins, clicks into place

die stage is set

the colours shimmy
the long nose of the peacock
smells the wet earth

it is the moment ofjoy,
awareness of a repeated promise

being again fulfilled

the parched earth yields

to strains of jewelled rain

and a light spreading

in the sky.

TIIE SEARCH

The road ofdestiny
each one different,

cross roads of life

leading to darkness,

leading to light.

Narrow, winding and
treacherous.

The road....pre-mapped

for all of us.

Calls, beckons and,

lures,

for some to fall,

into the gaps, opened
like primeval wounds,
for some, to claw,

their way. towards

the glittering eye of

the storm.

To be blown away
into a cosmic dance
or. devoured by
the many- headed hydra

called. Chance.

We hear the strains

of the Tandav
and try,

to fit our rhythm to it

But... all fails

and human endeavours.

arc blown away
like so many dead leaves

Purity of heart
Beauty of mind.

Strength of truth.... and.

Enlightenment of soul
lead the way
we cIkjosc to walk.

To merge
with the entity

we call everlasting.

From mortality.... to
immortality

is but...

,

a thousand steps

-Sujata Pandey

Scad in your poems, with your name, age, occupation and addressjo:
Mayura Tcwarifoetrj Editor, 143, golflinks, New Delhi- 110003

Akhila Ghosh
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\ ACTIVISM |

WHY BECOME AN
ACTIVIST?

ASHISH KOTHARI

T
o be sensitive in these

iroubic-tom limes is to be a

worried person. It Is ant easy;

one is always acutely aware

of the injustices, the atrocities being

committed, the cruelty of human na-

ture. .And what choice docs one have

then, but to he an activist?

1 have been what one might call a

voluntary activist for over a dozen years

now. I have concentrated on environ-

mental issues trying to do my very

m i nutc bit in bringing this insanely de-

structive world back into some sem-

blance of sanity. In these twelve years

1 nave seen inings go from bad to

worse; the loss of our heritage, forests

ra/cd to the ground, wildlife decimated,

rivers turned into sewers, tri>als dis-

possessed of their land and rights, people

murdered and maimed by killer gases,

and my own city, Delhi, become more

of a hell-hole. Hut i

have also seen sparks

ofhopeturn intorays

or light. Ordinary

people promoting our

heritage and the arts,

saving forests, gov-

ernments responding

with appropriate poli-

cies, laws and pro

grammes, and a whole

range of alternative

development paths

emerging. Hasllfeas

an activist been worth

it?

Sometimes, when

it all gets too much,

when news tomes in

of yet another forest sold off to a con-

tractor, when the police shows its

frequently repressive might against

peaceful protesters,when another care-

less motorist drives over a puppy trying

“The voluntary sector ”as we

know it today came into exis-

tence to fill the gaps of State

failure.The veryfact that the

people who compromise this

sector are “voluntary” givesa

new dimension to their cause,

namely, that of selflesness.

The strength and conviction

behind this process have

shown up rare individuals of

character and refinement.THE
EYE gratefully acknowledges

voluantary movements all over

the world and wishes to fea-

ture them and learnfrom them

in thefollowing issues.

to cross the road, 1 almost wish I had

never been sensitive to such things,

never become an activist, but rather

gone intodiamondsorsomcsuch thing,

llten all I would have had to worry

TUI IV6 Nn l VOl lMAHCH-APSIL :OQ?
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about is the latest market prices... and

perhaps about being kidnapped! How-

can people he so oblivious to anything

oilier than themselves?

Hut they are,and so are, 1 am sorry

to say, many of those who are reading

this magazine. They arc, quite frankly,

not concerned about petty things like

social exploitation and ecological de-

struction, they would much rather worry

about momentous problems like how
to land a job with a cushy five figure

salary, or if they already have one. how-

to get a promotion. They would rather

spend a few hundred rupees buying a

new dress (so necessary for the Wed-

nesday night parly), rather than donate

even a traction of that on such trivial

matters as earthquake relief. It is not

necessarily anyone’s fault; air bitterly

competitive educational system moulds

them into thinking how to be one up
on the other, not how

to help the other, and our
“
21 st-century’' consum-

crist society entices them

into alwayswanting more

than they have. Result:

an uncaring, selfish, over-

consuming, passive

human being.

But then, what is

w-reng with that?

Plenty. Especially if

the person in question

belongs to the privileged

section of Indian society

(like myself) having had

the opportunity ofa com-

fortable life; adequate

rod kapda aur makcan
(food, clothing and shelter), higher edu-

cation. and urban amenities. Because

then, he or she has been subsidised by

the state and in all likelihood, has en-

joyed such a lifestyle at the expense of



some less fortunate citizens oi India.

L
et me explain that last part

of the sentence a bit. In the

past few years, it has be-

come increasingly clear to

me that our resource consumption in

the city lias a drastic impact on villag-

ers, often hundreds ofkilometres away.

Our electricity probably comes lfom a

dam which has displaced people and
submerged forests or. from a thermal

power station which pollutes the air

and fields and waterways of villages

downwuxl/downstreara. 'flic paper used
in our daily newspapers and in the

magazineswe arc so fondof. including

this one, comes from bamboo* forests

which once supported entire tribal com-

munities. Tlic colleges we study In and
the houses we live in arc built with

bricks made from the topsoil ofsome
farmers’ fields, formers who have proba-

bly been paid peanuts for it. And all

this has been made possible by govem-
~crt policies which allow, indeed

encourage, such transfer of resources

from the villages to the cities, from the

poor to the nch.

Docs that make you feel guilty? I

sorry, that was not my intention.

Guilt cannot be an adequate basis for

taking to activism. For that, a simple

-festyle would be an adequate response.

But an ascetic who seals himself / her-

self hermetically from society is not

much more of a socially useful charac-

ter than an elite person with a lavish

lifestyle, only a little less destructive.

Both arc socially passive, and unable,

or unwilling, to do anything about the

crises around them.

But ifnot guilt, then what could be
a basis for activism? Concern. Con-
cern for the consequences of one’s ac-

tions. concern for the humans (and

other creatures) who suffer things we
would ourselves hate to suffer, empa-
thy. respect for others’ lives, a feel for

others. Illesc arc the cornerstones of

activism. And those of us who are

lucky enough not to have to worry
about where our next meal is to ccmc
frem. have a responsibility as human
beings, to do something about those

who do have such a worry.

What comprises activism? That's a
difficult question to answer. These days,

everything ranging from terrorism to

1
ACTIVISM

lecturing at seminars, is termed activ-

ism! I would rather restrict my defini-

tion to a smaller range, basically to

activities which arc socially respon-

sible Terrorism is not socially

rcsponsible...nor, often, is seminaring.

The colleges we study in

and the houses we live in

are built with bricks made

from the topsoil ofsome

farmers ’ fields,farmers

who have probably been

paidpeanutsfor it And all

this has been made pos-

sible by government poli-

cies which allow, indeed

encourage, such transfer

of resourcesfrom the vil-

lages to the cities, from the

poor to the rich.

But action research could be; that is,

research which is oriented towaxlssome
social action, even if the researcher

himsclfhersell does not take this ac-

tion. Then there is, of course, a greatly

diverse range of activities which could

constitute activism: social work, or-

ganising the dispriveliged or helping

tlicm organise themselves, socially

relevant media work, lobbying with
the state, participating in protest dem-
onstrations, taking legal redress, pro-

moting the arts and preserving our

heritage.

Activism is not not, should never

he treated as fashion. It is today, indeed,

fashionable to claim to be an
environmentalist, or a social worker or

a promoter of culture. Poor villagers

who are protesting about the destruction

of their life-support systems (forests,,

rivers, land) are true environmentalists,

but do not claim to be so. But there is

also a whole hunch of ivory tower

pseudo-activists, who treat the whole
thing as a means of making aname for

themselves, who arc basically jumping
onto the bandwagon, and who, in the

process give all environmentalists a

bad name. Activism as a fad means you
do not actually want to get your hands
dirty, you would rather avoid
controversial issues, and you treat as

mere objects the people you claim to

represent. True activism means the

opposite of these.

While I think it is wrong to look at

activism as a ‘career’ which can get

you places in society, there is nothing

wrong with earning a livelihood from
it. Being able to feed and clothe your-

self, even give yourself some basic

comforts, is not evil. Indeed, I think

that self-deprivation is as bad as ovcr-

indulgcncc for. it is a form of violence
towards oneself which is as unaccept-

ablcas violence towards others. I know
many activists who are not careful about

their personal well-being, and end
up sick and diseased, with only their

sheer will-power carrying them on.

Not only is their own productivity

reduced, but they become a constant

source of worry to their dear ones.

Docs all this sound a bit patroni-

sing. or maybe slightly arrogant? I

hope not, for ll Is not intended to. 1 do
not claim to have found all the answers

to my own personal and professional

quandaries, I am gt oping as much as
anyone else. But perhaps my dozen or

so years of activism have taught me
something, and it’s nice tosharc it with

others. After all, that is also a must for

an activist; to reach out, to share infor-

mation and experience, and lobe frank,

honest, forthright. I'm trying. •

Ashish Kothari « active with

the environmental actbn %roup,

Kalpavrisksh, since 1079, and with

the anti-Narmada Project move-

ment since l983.He is currently a
Research Associate at the

Indian Institute of Public

Admistratbn.Ncw Delhi.
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THE I.I.T.

FLYOVER
RAJIV SfNGH

L
aM summer when the

academic environs o:’ I1T

lore a conpan-nvcly '

f
:

: v^;

livrr.l i**fc < na*-«*Hjnl of V
'

V.UIllO\ Ik It* A fltffll V|»kllN
who had stayed h:u:k found that the |j||9
trees But in (iduniUur KIumma*

i ..IU.-v.-r ->c

ITT Nature Club immediately started

a protest movement against this which would have been cut and the

•ecocide’. Friends from 1YAPS and timber taken, into the IIT campus.
Kalpavriksha, an environmental action The expenditure incurred by the

group, helped a lot in mobilising people. Delhi Administration in this process

The protest got heard, not only in the made them more circumspect in

press and A I R but also in the corridors felling any more trees, elsewhere and

ofpower.Two protest marches, one - a the LG (lieutenant Governor) ordered
symbolic funeral of the killed trees, that no more trees are to be

and subsequent lobbying made Hie felled in Delhi, without bis prior

authorities transplant full-grown trees, permission. •

Rajiv Sigh is a R. Tech in

Mechanical Engineeringfrom IIT
Kanpur, and is presently doing

his Masters at ITTDelhi. He has
initinted and has been involved

in nuture-studyand tmirunmenttd

action groups at both these

campuses.

CHIPKO INFORMATION CENTRE
SERAM TI-HRI PIN 7490)1 TKHRI-OAHUWAT . II.P. (HIMAIAYA) INDIA

APPEAL FOR THE EARTHQUAKE-STRICKEN PEOPLE OF
UTTARKASIII & TEHRI CARUWAL

We are. sending this appeal to you on behalf of earthquake victims of (iarhwal Himalaya.

The miseries, which this mishap has brought upon the simple hill-folk cannot be described in

words. It has generated a wave of sympathy in the whole country, hut the magnitude of disaster

is so great that we need international help. About lOfRJO families are to be provided tanpvrury
shelter immediately. The cost of tin sheets for one shelter will come to about US $ 250.

Wc haw co-ordinated it with the environmental protection movement. The press has come
out in full support of our stand, on Tehri Dam.

The amount of help may be sent to PARVAlTYA NAVJEEVAN MANUAL, SELYARA,
,

Tehri

Garhwal, PIN- 249 155, through STATE HANK Ot INDIA. GHANSAIJ. TEHRI-GARHWA1.

(U.P). Please send this appeal to all friends of CJupko in your country and the neighboring

countries.

The Silyara Ashram buildings and library which were the headquarters of the Chipko
movement and where many of you have visited, are. completely destroyed. Rooks on ecology,

environment and mountains will be welcome.

Tours Sincerely,

(SUNDERLAL BAHUGUNA)
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THE GANDHIAN PILL
MEDICINE FOR MACHINE MAN

N. RADHAKRISHNAN

O
ne-fifth of the world’s popu-

laiion belongs to the age-

group of 16-24 years old,

defined as ‘youth* by the

Lnted Nations. It may be distressing

to member that since the axl of Workl
War II there have been 150 military

coqTIkis m which over 16 million per-

sons have died. Most ofthose Uialliavc

died are children and young people.

Roger Rusinblastl, author of Children

of War, wrote, “children and youth

are. ofcourse, the least consulted about

--kit futures.. .nobody asks them, no-

body gives them a choice, and the first

thing that they arc ordinarily asked to

doby their governments is to “fight.” It

may be of interest to quote here what
ibe late Dr. Martin Luther King (Jr)

ss id wh ileaddressing a group ofSham i

Sainiks in GarHlhigram in Tamilnadu
in South India: “Our understanding of

the youth has to undergo a change.

They can play a great role in solving

the various problems which elude sat-

isfactory answers. It is not enough we
praise their abilities. We should trust

than and assign than responsible roles.

I receive overwhelming supjxtrt from
youth in my non-violent struggle for

social justice and peace”.

A study conducted by the present

writer in four different places in India

recently, have revealed very interest-

ing responses about the perception of

youth on several vital aspects of mod-
ern Indian life. Five different types of
conflicts that are sending shockwaves
in Indian society in different ways were
selected to elicit the views of the youth

because it was found that an over-

whelming majority of those involved

in theseconflicts are young. The issues

identified are: (1 ) the terrorist vio-

lence in Punjab (2) the violence that

followed the Mandal Commission

Was Gandhia sectarian,

an orthodox faddist

going against the

modem trend ordid he

standfora larger

universal wisdom?

Report (3) the Naxalite violence in

Andhra Pradesh (4) Secessionist vio-

lence in Kashmir and (5) Ihe Mandir-

Masjid controversy. The writer S|X»ke

to some of the active participants in

theseconllicts. thusbeing able tomake
an authentic collection of responses.

The answers received from them to

thespecific question as to why they in-

dulged in violence arc as follows:

i) Kashmir: Alienation caused by a

social order insensitive to the aspira-

tions of the youth, lack ofjob opportu-

nities, religious propaganda, tempta-

tion from across the border, respecta

bility with which a traditional society-

looks upio their rebels who challenge

the might of the state, availability of

quick money ftom loot or donation,

free training in the use of weapons, po-

litical ambitions and excitement.

ii) Punjab: Free access to all varie-

ties of arms, enormous media atten-

tion, hero-worshipping by others of

those who indulge in violence, resent

ment against state violence. To avenge
the killing ofseveral innocent Sikhs in

Delhi in 1984 seemed to act like a

strong motive lor violence.

iiiyihc Mandir-Masjid Controversy:

Acommonopinion expressed bymem-
bers of both the Hindu and Muslim
communities is the fear that the future

of their respective religions is at stake.

iv) Naxalite violence in Andhra

Pradesh: Poverty, anger, economic

disparity and social iniquities have been

cited as the recsoas for the naxalite

activities in Andhra Pradesh.

v) Violence following the accc|>-

tance of the Mandal Commission Re-

port: North India witnessed large-scale

violence and cruel deaths in the form

ol self immolation by a large number
of teenagers protesting against the ac-

ceptance of the Mandal Commission
THEETEWX2 MARCHATRil. 1992
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Report by the Government of India in philosophy or the ideals propagated by
August 1991. A fear of lossof employ- a man like Gandhi whose itieories aixl

ment opportunities, an uncertain fu- other pronouncements grew out of what

tore. education which fosters a ran- he did and earnestly believed In. were

dom, casual, egotistic, liappy-go-lucky gradually reduced to a set of dogmas,

approach to civic realities and respon- The model that wc provided to the

slbllities have been cited as the reasons nation after Gandhi ended nis earihly

for violence. sojourn, arc hardly appealing or inspir-

T
o the ques-

tion of the

efficacy of

adopting tne

Gandhian techniques

of non-violence in

solving these various

problems, their re- // ;<

spouse was negative Jf}}
and very often border-

ing on utter contempt.

A closer examination

oftheviews expressed \ M,
by them on this par- if ’

licular aspect reveals f -

that these young
women and men were

not properly exposed JKHg
to llic efficacy of the fiJ'H...

teachings of Gandhi for
^

oncthmg and had a general feelingthat

the Gandhian method with its empha-

sis or non-violence is counter to their

own stand. I have reproduced tiic above

responses in order to invite the atten-

tion ot all these who interact with youth.

including the young people themselves.

It is a fact that no person in India

below the age group of 30 had the

benefit of seeing Gandhi in flesh and

blood. Iheir awareness of Gandhi is

from four sources, i.e. (i) books by “future*' ofIndia ratherthan
Gandhi and on Gandhi, <ii) various „ . .

_

programmes lhat arc arranged from
obJect nS

time to time on Gandhi in institutions, making Indiafree.
(iti) various Gandhian organisations

tmd Gandhian constructive workers

who have wedded themselves to the ing to any segment of the population,

promotion of Gandhian heritage and least of all to the youili, who arc de-

(iv) Documentaries and feature films scribed as the mest volatile segment of

on Gandhi, and those produced for the the population,

radio and television. But the fact tltat Nobody can deny the fad dial Gandhi

Gandhiwas miles ahead ofall his con- was one of the greatest revolutionaries

temporaries was perhaps reduced to a ofall times. It is a fact of history that it

pale shadow of what that great revolu- was Gandhi who laid the foundation

ttonary actually was by all the pro- for modern India by uniting various

grammes that were being organised in categories of Indians and giving them

the name of Gandhi. While books and even the concept of a nationhood. While

oihcr literature were found to be good to get India liberated from foreign rule

enough cs a source of inspiration, the was certainly one of the concerns of

Gandhi, his major preoccupation was

to prepare the Indian mind to face the

challenges lying ahead once the

British went out of India, ltie various

activities Gandhi undertook when lie

was in the rmViv/ofthe freedom struggle

would indicate that Gandhi was more

concerned about the future of India

S
rather ihan the imme-

diate object of making

India free. Programmes

related to the removal

of untouchabilily, sani-

tation. new education,

ensuring equality of

men 2nd women, stress

: on non-violence, reli-

c gious acceptance and

\ various constructive

|
\ programmes, all were

\ part of a grand strategy

\ Gandhi adopted in or-

der to make India a

strong modem state.

The Sarvodaya concept

which emphasises the

welfare of all, particu-

larly I be upliftment of

the daridranaraycna the abjectly pcxir,

his infinite faith in the purity of means
and ends in order io achieve the goal

and the sim plicity with w hicti lie lived,

all indicate the kind of man he was.

B
y "development”, Gandhi

meant that it should be the

development of all parts of

the human body and Ik be-

lieved in the strengthening of demo-
cratic institutions righ' from the Pan-

chayat level. lie vehemently opposed

the tendency of man becoming the

slave of satanic machines in the name
of progress. In essence, this frail old

man who propagated the message of

love and compassion, has developed a

holistic philosophy of life and enter-

tained a healthy world vision. He wanted

a society which was free from all ex-

ploitation and where the destiny of

man will be decided by man and nut by
machines. He exhorted everybody to

hear tne wonderful music of human
hands and not just those produced by

machines. “I shall work for an India in

wliich the poorest shall feel that it is

their country, in whose making they

have an effective voice; an India in

which there will be no high class and

The various activities Gandhi

undertook when he was in the

“midst "ofthefreedom

struggle would indicate that

Gandhi was more

concerned about the

Tlir. EYE vm HABfll ATOIL JOOJ
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low class of people; an India in which
allcom munilies shall live in harmony.
Women snail enjoy the same rights as

men. Since wc shall be at peace with

I he rest ofthe world, neither exploiting

nor being exploited, we should have

the smallest army imaginable. All in-

terests not in conflict with the interest

of the mute millions will be scrupu-

lously respected, whether foreign or

indigenous. 1 hate the distinction be-

tween foreign and indigenous. This is

the India ot my dreams".

nfortunatcly in the post-in-

dependence era,

Gandhi was hijacked

by political parties and
various other organisations and

individuals for their own selfish

designs. They did everything, in-

cluding putting Gandhi in glass

cases, naming roads, starting Uni-
versities and institutions, prepar-

ing massive volumes on Gandhi
and conferring fellow ships for re

search studies, hoping piously that

these measures would be suffi-

cient lo propagate Gandhi’s mes-
sage. On October 2nd and Janu-

ary 30th, people wearing khadi

and sporting Gandhi caps moving
about cleaning streets, organising

some spinning programmes and
later speaking about the glorious

sacrifice of the father of the na-

tion. these are all familiar sights.

A set of do’s and don’ is were as-

cribed to Gandhi Therefore, the

impression was consolidated that

here :s a man who was feudal in

hs behaviour and orthodox in hisout-

look.and the revolutionary Gandhi was
forgotten.

In the forty and fifties Marx became
the prophet ofgrcat political and social

change. and Marxist p-inciples atiracted

the imagination of the youth in a big

way. In India, Gandhiwas reduced to a

•seer or as someone who spoke about
abstract aspects of human life like irulli,

non-violence, purity of means and ends

etc. Peoples’ disenchantment with the

policies of the Congress party aid the

way Gandhi was hijacked by political

parties also alienated not only a con-
siderable section of the elders, but also

the youth. The Gandhi, who was pro-

jected to them was hardly a Gandhi

Unfortunately in the

post-independence era,

Gandhi was hijacked by

political parties and

various other organisations

and individualsfor their own

selfish designs. They did

everything, including putting

that was inspiring to them. There was a
wave of apathy; a sense of frustration,

general anxiety, problems related to

education, unemployment and other

forms of social stresses sweeping across

the country and the so-called genera-

tion gap alienation, political alignment,

social and religious stratification all

created theirown constituencies. Small

wonder then that Gandhi became a

distant figure to the post-:ndepenC-

ence generation.

The epoch making changes human-
ity is witnessing in almost all spheres
in recent times make one w onder as to

where to go from here? The various

political developments taking places

globally have raised new doubts An

agonising reappraisal and a desperate

search for altcrnaive strategics arc seen

everywhere. The international com-

munity in this desperatesearch for a vi-

able alternative political and economic
system is increasingly turning to Gandhi

There is greater awareness of the

Gandhian model of development and

almost everywhere, political pundits,

economic experts and even religious

leaders arc analysing the Gandhian

model with considerable interest. Ironi-

cally, an undeniable fact is that now
there are more research foundations.

Gandhi who was against the tyranny of
machines, the Gandhi who warned hu-

manity against growing consumerism
beckons the youth to action. There is a
growing awareness that the
Gandhian way appears to be the only
way to get out of present
difficulties. •

Dr. N. RadhuKi ishnun has been
a trainer ofyouthfor ihp lost twenty

fiveyears while cl Gundhigrani Uni-
versity in Jamil Nadu. As a student
he played an active role in the Stu-
dent Union as Chairman, a: the
Panthalam N.S.S. College, Kerala.
Among his twenty five* books, are

'Gandhi& Youth" and ‘ Youth for
Action ". lie is nenv Director, Gandhi
Smriti, New Delhi.

Gandhi in glass cases.

groups and centres devoted to the

study and examination of Gandhian

thought in countries abroad than

in India. Nelson Mandela’s pro-

phetic, word*; that the twenty first

century belongs to Gandhi appear
to be more than a mere ripple

among to day’s intelligentsia.

While all this is happening

around the world, it can’t be de-

nied that the youth of India and

A surprisingly not the older gcncra-
* tion. is showing considerable in-

terest in Gandhi. There are clear

evidences that more than ever

before, during the last three dec-
ades, the youth of India arc turn-

ing to Gandhi. Hut then, in the

environment ofgeneral decline of
values and all its accompanying

ills, three are tew sources of

inspiration. Gandhi the revolution-

ary, the Gandhi who believed in

the orderly development of soci-

ety, the Gandhi who advocated

the gospel of non-violence, the
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NAOALAND

NAGALAND
BITE THE BAIT OR

REINFORCE TRADITION

VIBHA JOSHT

agaland!”

“Nagas are head-

hunters. Aren't

they?"

Or “Nagas are very westernised. 1

,

00k

al the Naga students, so modern! Al-

ways upto date with the latest Western

fashion."

These diametrically opposite state-

ments about the Nagas ate frequent

responses to any queries on Nagaland.

Very few peopLeare aware oflifc in the

North-East of India, especially, in the

tiny state of Nagaland.

Nagaland came into existence as a

separate state in December 1063. Prior

to this it was incorporated into Assam

as the 'Naga Hills District’ following

the annexation of the area by the Bri

ish in the nineteenth century. As the

name suggests, the whole region is

mountainous and covered with dense

forests, an extension of the fcastem

Himalayas.

The inhabitants of the state, the

Nagas, have always been portrayed in

exotic terms. There are more than

seventeen Naga tribes, cadi speaking a

different dialed of theTihcto-Burman

language. Tribe names, such as, Ai^ami,

Lotha, Konyak etc, help the Nagas to

distinguish themselves from the other

hill tribes living in the surrounding

regions.

The Nagas have been identified as

Scheduled Tribes by the Government

of India. I Icncc, I have used the term,

tribe for them. This term has been ac-

cepted by the Nagas themselves, but

he reader is free to substitute the term

community’ in place of ‘tribe*, as

Konyak youth on a motorcycle. Even in one of the most traditional village* ofKonyak

area such scene* are not a novelty anymore

‘tribes* in the true anthropological sense

do not exist anymore.

Despite numerous differences in

local customs and practices thwc arc

some features common to the majority

of Naga tribes. As the terrain is moun-

tainous throughout Nagaland, the scope

for diverification of agricultural meth-

ods is limited. The majority of the

Nagas practice *'slashandbum” jhwn )

cultivation on hill slopes. Only two

tribes. Angami and Chakhasang. how-

ever, differ from the common agricul-

turalpattem. Depending toa very small

extent on slash and bum cultivation,

they have developed a system of irri-

gated rice terraces which, enables them

to cultivate the same plots year after

year.

Most Nagas build their houses on

the highest points of hill ranges or

spurs. The village is a congregation of

units, locally known as khels. Each

khcl is composed of three or more

clans. Traditionally, only one clan and

its sub-clans occupied a khcl Nagas

are patrilineal and patriarchal. Clan

exogamy isgenerally observ ed, though

this norm has often been violated.

TheNagacommuniiics saw a grad-

ual change in their political and social

system once the British took over ad-

ministrative charge. Traditional life

which the British administrators re-

corded in their ethnographies and trave-

logues, is far away from the life of the

present day Nagas. Their simple tribal

life, albeit self-sufficient and whole-

sane, could not withstand the onslaught

ofwestemisation, which turned almcst

the entire population to follow Christi-

anity. The modern education process

which began with the American Bap-

tist Missionaries, has, no doubt bene-

fited the people. Primary, middle and

secondary schools have been opened

up and university education has be-

come available in each of the seven

districts in Nagaland. While on theone

hand the Baptists introduced modem
education, on the other, they imposed

severe sanctions against those partici-

pating in traditional rituals. As a con-

sequence, traditional institutions and

practices, like youth dormitories, feasts

of merit given by rich villager, tradi-

tional religion, shamanism, dance and

music, etc. gaveway to a homogenisa-

tion of culture, which, in toto became

Christiansed and consequently wester*

mised.
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fetched social prestige to tljcii givers loaded with foreign smuggled goods
which range from perfumes, dresses,

shoes to electronic

goods. Indeed, a drive

through Kohima’s

^HHBboon, the timber

ond person you meet
in Nagaland, irrespective of his educa-

tional qualifications (some are trained

engineers while others have given up
jobs in the army or left teaching posi-

tions in colleges) has entered this lu-

crative trade. '("here are more than a
hundred big and small saw mills and
saw-cum-veneer mills in Nagaland. The

widened. Educated

young people prefer I
to enter the structureH
of new occupations I
li<c teaching, govern-

rrent and semi-gov-

emmentjobs. church

offices, etc. They take

up cultivation if they

find it hard to cntci

bureaxratic and other

occupations. Domes-
tic labour which at one

'

time carried out all

agricultural and pas-

toral operations has given way to hired

labour force, mainly from Nepal, Bang-

ladesh and some Indian states like

Assam, West Bengal and Bihar. For effect by redistributionofsurplus prod-
higher education,some Naga boys and ucts. Due to the opportunities which
girb have sought admissions in pres- "modern” education has brought in its

tigious universities and vocational fold, this cycle ofdistribution has been
colleges, fur away from home. broken. Now-a-days any surplus is taken

Education has become an impor- to the market and the money earned is

tant source of upward mobility. It pro- spent in acquiring consumer goods such
videsopportunities unheard ofbyNaga as, tape recorders, television and vc-
anccstor* steeped as they w ere in tradi- hides. Imported western goods have
tional tribal lifestyles. Bui it has alsp found their wav into the remotest of
made the Nagas increasingly aware of villages. Dimapur's Hongkong Market
money culture. In olden days, a rich and the super-market in Koliima arc
Naga benefttted socially by giving huge
feasts to his clansmen or the whole
viUage.ln certain instances even clans HH

>

’
‘ ' ' ' - •• L \

*

called Zutho among the Angainis,

In olden days, a rich Naga

hrntjitttfi ur:/illy hy giving

huge to his clansmen.

These ‘feasts ofmerit’ called

“Zatho ”among the Anga-

mis, fetched social prestige

to their givers and at the

same time had a levelling

effect by redistribution of

surplus products.

Jotsoma. The Church is a part ofevery

village In Nagaland

A youngman m Khonoma village giving finishing touches toa carrying basket made hy him.
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outcome is devastating; thick primeval

forests that were left untouched for

centuries are being felled at phenome-

nal speed. Elephants from the Assam
plains are used for

dragging the logs.

Some of the hard

wood logs which I

have seen in timber

factories were almost

two hundred years

old! There has been

no attempt to stop

the felling of these

old trees, moreover,

ntixxly has bothered

even to plant more

trees. The result is

barren hills as arc

seen in the Phek and

Mon districts, where

the activity hasbeen
particularly heavy

and consequently,

there is an increased

occurrence of landslides. 'Ihe forests

around Kohima and Pcrcnarcthc latest

targets. That day is rot far ofwhen the

old forests of Nagaland will be alto-

gether no more. A fact with which even

the timber merchants agree.

The happenings in Nagaland can-

not be divorced from the politics of the

state. The political atmosphere has been

quite eventful in Nagaland since In-.

din’s independence. There has been

armed insurgency by the underground

for thei' lands' sovereignly. In August

1 ‘147. nine members of the Naga Na-

tional Council (NNC) sent a telegram

declaring the independence of Nagaland

to the Indian Government and to the

Secretary General of the UN. The in-

ception of Nagaland in 1963 arxl the

declaration of the first assembly elec-

tions saw the formation of the political

parties. The parties differed in their

agenda; the moderates believed in more
autonomy within the Union of India,

while the extremists favoured seces-

sion and independence.

Encroachment of new democratic

political processes has given fresh tics

of political unification ofvariousNaga
communities, apart from the cultural

ones which had existed from time im-

memorial. But Hie new politics has

also created fissiparous tendencies, di-

viding the people along party lines,

with each party adhering to different

aims with regard to the political locus

standing of Nagaland. Some have al-

leged that these new politics and the

flow of money from the centre fer de-

velopment projects has led to the

Terracefields oj Khonoma. Angamis and

Chakhasangs arc ihc only Nagas who

ha\>e developed a system ofirrigated rice

terraces which enable them to cultivate

the sameplots year after year.

There are only two options

:

one, that ofgrabbing the

bait or the other of

reinforcing their tradition.

emergence of a culture of corruption,

something which was unknown to the

tribal value system.

Improper utilisation of available

resources and political instability ac-

centuate the crisis further. Nearly 30

crore rupees are given for development
activities and projects by the centre as

grant-in-aid. Butwhen the outcome or

such activities is studied, the results

are depressing. It seems that nothing

substantial has actually come about,

except for an alarming magnitude of

modernisation and westernisation

expressed exclusively in the cultural

realm.

But this docs not undermine the

value of Naga tradition. It is well known
that modernization has a tradition-re-

inforcing effect, and so it is w itnessed

in Nagaland. Traditional dances of the

Nagas have become a pan of any fes-

tivity, be it the Independence Day cclc
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brationsor the Baptist Centenary. State

efforts are making a desperate bid to

keep them alive. Weaving, the tradi-

tional task ofwomca has been kept up

and has been furthered

by the weaving asso-

ciations for women. In

spile of eommcrciali-

zation of weaving, the

cloth fordomestic and

ceremonial use is

woven at home. But
the commercial value

of the acclaimed Naga
shawls has reduced the

distinct group identity

of tribes once displayed

by the typica 1 designs,

almost defunct.

Certain practices

which have been re-

sponsible for healthy

tribal communities like

the institution of ihe

youth dormitory, a

primary seat of socialization in olden

days and several rituals linked with ihe

agricultural cycle have been discontin-

ued in the wake of Christianity. How-
ever, it is heartening to see that in some

places the agricultural methods (of both

shifting and irrigated cultivation) are

almost tne same, baskets for carrying

the produce and wood and big storage

baskets for keeping the paddy are even

today made at home from bamboo,
hthnomedical practices have been kept

alive despite the Primary Ilcailh Centres

in the villages. The dietary habits of

the people, the methods ofdispute set-

tlements at the village level, are all still

traditional. In recent years there has

been a revivalistic movement and cer-

tain major festivals havebeen revived.

Last year’s gate pulling ceremony in

Kchima is a line example.

But present day Nagaland is very

different from the descriptions one reads

in the classical accounts of the Naga
tribes. The transformation of Naga
communities from a traditional society

which sustained themselves from the

hills of their life and the culture bom of
it, into a busfling, westernised, delinked

community has occured. There are only

two options: one, that of grabbing the

bait or ihe other of reinforcing their

tradition. •

Vibha Joshi is presently working

at the1GNCA, New Delhi.



THE QUEEN’S STEPWELL

O
ne is hardly likely 10 Find

several pages dedicated to

Rani Udayamaii in any

history book. Indeed, she

will only he remembered as the wife of

King Bhlmadeva, the greatest crowned

monarch of the Chalukya dynasty of

Gujarat. Hisreign lasted from AD 1025

to AD 1063. Despite repeated attacks

by Muslim invaders who looted and

pioneered, chiefof them being Mab.mixl

of Ghazni, Dhimadcva created through-

oji his reign, superlative monumental
legacies Midi a> temples, gates, stcpwclls

and palaces. Gradually, as Muslim rule

took over Gujarat’s political, cultural

and social life over the next hundred

and sixty five years, several mosques.

madrasas and tombs were built.

Rut. let us get hack to Rani

Udayamaii. It was a common practice

in those days for consorts or wives of

kings to commission or patronise con-

struction of water tanks, stcpwclls and

other civic amenities for the benefit of

citizens and travellers. Udayamaii

commissioned one such stepwell, which

is almost humble in its anonymity -

RUKMINI SEKHAR

A view of(he well from above

RaniNi I'nvor, the. ‘Queen’sstepwell’.

For sheer beauty and perfection of struc-

ture, it holds a prominent place amongst

Gujarat’s stcpwells.

Astcpwcll isan indigenous ground-

water trapping system which ensures a

permanent water supply.The people of

the tenth and eleventh centuries, which

saw peak stepwell construction in

Gujarat, understood natural underground

water systems and ensured themselves

protection against inclemencies of rain-

fall, especially in arid, semi-desert

conditions such as theirs.

Astcpwcll, as the namcimplics, has

steps leading right down to the water

level, unlike a common well where

water is drawn up by a pulley. Since

there is construction all around, the

water is pretty much protected and the

percentage of evaporation is thus re-

duced. Also, the stcpwclls, which were

usually built on trade routes, were cool

resting places for caravans. Water supply

was ensured for beast and man, ar.d

they could even hall and stay there till

they felt refreshed enough to proceed.

Another theory is that the walls on the

sides of the well prevents the onslaught

of shifting sands, which is a common
occurrence in Gujarat.
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At the core of the well, and

visible in a straight line

front the entrance, lies the

tutelary deity of the well

Vishnu, the preserver, Lord

of the Seven Seas; patron of

water and the supreme

overseer ofthe Vav.

Photographs by
Damini SinghThe grand entrance showing the courtyards andpillars

Here, these stcpwclls have

reached an extraordinary level of

sophistication, where the divine

and life-giving property of water

has been so gloriously deified. A
traveller who visits Rani Mi Vav

could not have helped but feel

strengthened not just physically,

but spritually 100. Quite unlike

today's architecture which is bcnal

and soring providing lo: no aes-

1

thetic or abstract upliftment.

Rani Ni Vav is situated a little

away from a sleepy, little town

called Patan. in Mehsana district.

North Gujarat. Patan is perhaps

better known for its Patola sarees,

which tradition, sadly, faces im-

minent death, as its only practis-

ing family will tell you. Another

ancient era II is about to die. and ;

wow under who is doing any tiling

about it.

From the road, with its mousy, *
ugly fencing, the Vav is hardly’

visible. But, on going closer, one Vishnu, patron of water and the overseer ofthe Va

is suddenly stunned by the whole mag-
nificent perspective ofa graceful, wide
entrance, gradually tapering towards

the epicentre, the soul of its being, the

well itself.

The Vav is divided into four court-

yards fangans) and pillared pavillions

Ikutas). The pillar bases on top of the

kuias indicate that there may have been
more storeys, bul we are not sure how
many. At the lower lcvcls*cxcavation

is still going on. TTie entire structure is

built in an east -west direction.

Once the eyes

have settled down to

the grandeur of the

entire plan, they arc

immediately dis-

tracted by the sheer

numbers of highly

sophisticated sculp-

tures that adorn

every inch of space,
on the side walls,

pillar bases, brack-

ets and the well it-

self. At the core of

the well, and vis-

ible in a straight line

from the entrance,

lies the tutehry deity

of the well, Vishnu,
|3

the preserver, I,ord l\

of the Seven Seas, -

patron o? water and

supreme overseer of the Vav.

he V<ji> complex is

an iconographer's

paradise. Several

manifestations of the

primordial deities, Vishnu, Shiva

and Brahma and their consorts

arc liberally interspersed with the

lesser, gods of the Hindu pan-

,
thcon, such as, Surya, Bhairav,

Hanu’man, Mahishasuramardini

and Ganesh. Devi, or the femi-

nine principle, is seen side by

side with awesome meditating

T~ am rishis. Animals or lion face

U U u \l \J
(grasamukha), birds, fruits, trees

ns well os perfect geometrical

designs in squares, diamonds aid

circles fill every inch. The whole
is arranged in friezes or panels.

" Some of the deities arc cnscon-

sed in individual niches topped

I
by pyramidal carving,

i Force, dynam ism
,
joy and sen-

suality jumps at you from thesi-

lent stones. One of our guides,

Mr. Rudra Rana, who is a Sub Inspec-

tor and self-styled ‘‘devotee*’ of the

Vav believes that the whole force of lire

Vav lies in its tantric expression. ’Ilie

feminine principle, prakriii, Shakti, is

indeed a dominant force and finds ex-

pression in symbols of fertility such as
the snake, water jug, mangoes etc. Al-

most every such sensous, sculpture is

placed close to a serene, meditating

rishi as he tries to conquer the prime-

val force ofKama (Desire).

One can go on about depictions

of Vishnu’s,

Dashavatara,
Shiva's forms or

Hanuman's brava-

does. But, suffice

to say, that Rani

Ni Vav is an
example of the

highest aesthetic

and spiritual

cvoiuiion of man
coupled with his

understanding
and veneration of

the earlh and

its moving force

....water. •
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Amphitheatre, Senate Panchavat and the modern Parliament. Debates
have been an integral part of the working of all societies. But what of
all of us? Are we not exercisers of franchise, poised to be at the helm
of future policy making bodies? Do we not have a role in bringing our
voices on to the national forum? Our voices are the national forum.
And this Written -Word -Debate is our effort to be heard. This is our

movement.

TOPIC:

MODERN DAY ADVERTISING IS

LEADING TO THE CULTURAL
DOMINATION OF THE THIRD

WORLD.

• We wish to print a fair treatment of the topic. Therefore, theabove motion must be debated
for or against. Choose any OME side.

• Your written-word-debate must be well thought out, have depth, vision and originality, and
above all, make for interesting reading. It should rxX be longer than 2000 words.

• Send In your debate with yourname, age ana address clearly written in block letters. A brief,

six-line bio-data should be included.

•The best entries, one FOR and the other AGAJNST the motion will be published in cur next
issue. Thesa two debaters will be entitled to one year’s subscription, of THE EYE free of cost.

• Your debate will be printed in our MarcIVApril issue.

• We are looking for quality of thought and language, so keep that in mind.

Send in your entries latest by 1 5th April, 1992, to, The Coordinator Debates, 143, Golf

Links, New Delhi 110003.

Areyou a serious thinker? Would you like to see your debate motion debated byothers? Send
us your motion, neatly written, along with your name and address. HURRY!

Good Luck!

Topic contributed by Dr. Meenakshi Gopinath, Principal, Lady Sriram College, New Delhi.
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BALASARASWATI
MY INSPIRATION

RANJINi"BALASHANKAR

yebrows pop up and mouths

open in amazement
everytirae I mention that I

learnt Bharatanatyam from

the legendary Balasaraswati herself.

People are always curious to know

how someone as young as I could

have Icamt from her. I have to ex-

plain that I studied dance from her

during the last four years of her life

and am her very last student. These

sit uaiions have m adcme realisehow
unique the experience of learning

from Balamma (as she Is known to

everyone) herself has been and I

feci very fortunate to have been

able to witness from close quarters

and be pan of the life of someone

•cut.

Balasaraswati was away in the

U.S. when Ijoined hcrclass at the

Music Academy, Madras. During

that lime, the classes were being

conducied by her senior students.

Every time a black Fiat drew up

outside, all my fellow students

would get excited and, suq>ris-

ingly, a bit anxious as well. One

day it happened. I was early to

class and there she was, sitting

as erect as a rod, all by herself,

outside her classroom. In spite

of not hating known her before

and being too young to realise

hergreatness, I couldsomehow
sense that she wasdifferentand
veryspecial. 'Ihe passing years

only served to reinforce that

feeling.

Balamma came to mean
for me not just a teacher, but a

model lobe looked up to and

followed. Everything she did

or said, however simple or

complicated, had its foundation on full

sincerity and utter dedication. I think

this attitudewas a result of her belief in

the tradition that she was born into. She

used to say that what was most fortu-

nate for her was to have been bom as

the grand-daughter of the Legendary

Veena Dhanammal, who was a musi-

cal institution unto herself. This is also

why Bala was as much a musician as a

dancer. Little Bala, itissaid, would al-

ways be moving her feet in rhythm to

the ever present mustc played or sung

in the house. Matriarch Dhanammal,

under the persuasion ofmother. Jayam-

mal, had to but give permission to the

small child to learn dancing under
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aMBaraswati could be an untir-

kl-c: icacticr. on the one hand.

-aarz do a single adava twenty
: - —ex even counting it on her fin-

:
—

- .
- _--c other hand, site would be
Teem if any of our -m others

exa :c egg us oa from behind. She» •: e' them, ‘only the child and I

much it hurts’. This kind of
v'-. lour would confute us at times.

1 •a _ c mere mention of the same
* ~ _> would be answered with a

asm. - ill pain, onl> then can you be
v-re that you are doing it the right

' But “cr strictness was laced with

ere;: care and attention. Her compli-
- :ms were few and subtle and when

I remember her once,

teaching us an 'ahhirtaya

*

for a line that described

Lord Shiva. After a while,

sitejust stoppedand stared

into space with an expres-

sion ofpure devotion and

happiness. After some

time she snapped out of

her trancedike state and

said,
7 wasjust seeing

him. He looked so awe-

some \

they did come our way, it was doubly

B
fcll.

alamma’s views on dance and

music were something 1 have

not felt or seen in anyone

else. For her. the Gods she showed
through her dance were real. I thinkshe
actually saw them before her. I remem-
ber Her once, teaching us an abhinaya
for a line that described Lord Shiva.

After a while, she jusi stopped and
stared into space with an expression of

pure devotion and happiness, we stu-

dents were quite bewildered. Aftersome
time she snapped out of her trance-like

state and said, ‘1 was just seeing him.

He looked so awesome’. And then she

continued, telling us that sIk was merely
describing what she had seen.
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Bala’s greatness was that she transcended the

idiom ofIndian dance. Martha Graham, the

well known Modern DancerofAmerica

remarked after seeing a two hourperformance,

earlier scheduledfor ten minutes
, ‘Where have

you been hiding all these years!'

THE EVE N0.2MARCH-APRIL 19*2

For Balnmma, ihe divine actually

existed in dance and music. Lakshmi,
her daughter, had remarked once, that

tier mother knew that she was a good
dancer, but she exhibited no ego, for

she believed that Lie art was on a level

much above her. It was this spiritual-

ity that made Bala the genius that she
was. It was this that made her rela-

tionship to her art so unique.

L
akshmi once told me of

an Incident that I can never

forget. It was the day of

Vijayadashml, and, as

usual. Rala had placed her dancir.g

bells In front of Goddess Saraswau.
After thepooja, she picked them up,

but instead of tying them on to her
own ankles, she studied them
thoughtfully and turned to Lakshmi
and said, ‘Here, take them. With
them 1 give you my all. This is all

that I can truly say is mine. This is

my inheritance to you and today,

you can have it with my full bless-

ings.’

To Bala, it was the an that

mattered and not the material trap-

pings of human existence. La-
kshmi has indeed inherited her

mother's talents In good measure
and I am glad thaF I hove been

able to continuemy tutelage under
her after Balamma’s demise.

For Bala, music was as di-

vine an experience os he r dance.

According to her, one dances

‘with’ music and not just ‘to’

music. A dancer should know
music. In fact, Balamma would

sing aloud an she danced. A critic once
said that if Bala had not become a

famous darker, she would have be-

come a famous musician. She was the

only dancer to have been awarded with
the title. 'Sanglta Kaianidhi' by the

Music Academy.
Even now, people remember. Bala’s

performances cs having been totally

and completely elevating. Her move-
ments were subtle and quiet, yet she ra-

diated a great energy. A lady, remem-
bering one of these performances which
she had attended as a child, told me that

when Balaw as doing the famous piece.

KrishnuNeeBegone Bara, shejumped
up and asked her mother to show her

the child that the dancer was beckon-
ing. I myself remember Balamma sit-

ting in dance posture during her train-

ing sessions, explaining a whole line



with only facial expressions.

Bala's greatness was that she tran-

scended the idiom of Indian daixx.

Martha Graham, the well known Modem
Dancer of America remarked alter seeing

a two hour performance, earlier sched-

uled for ten minutes. ‘ Where have you
been hiding all these years!’ For Bala’s

art there was no barrier. Age. cultural

differences and language, peso! no prob

lem in her reaching out to her viewers,

emotions, such as love, coni passion

and devotion imbued her dance with a

universality, rarely so refined in to-

day’s commercial scenario.

B
ala was an intense person.

The day preceding her per-

formance would be spent

in total silence. She would

reflect on the pieces she was to per-

form. dwelling on the principal emo-
tion ol each piece. That perhaps ex-

plains jvhy apiece which most dancers
would take about forty minutes to go
through, would take Balamma at least

two whole, hours. Her teaching was
very intense too. She would teach us
two variations of a line one day and

then a different one everyday for the

next one or two weeks. In the end, we
would have fifteen or twenty visiations.

At the end of it, we were made to learn

the complete scope that a line would
have. The young dancer would now be
in a position to actually improvise on
stage. Even as we wore taught the

gestures, we had to sing along with

them. Thus, as we sang, we would be
aware of the flow of the body, which
then was in & position to determine the

meaning of our gestures.

1 am overwhelmed by her sheer

spiritual strength even as I reminisce

about her in this article. She was a

constant source ofinspiration to every

-

c.c who came into contact with her. I

-n no exception. Even in her absence,

::b helps me. in myown small way. to

combat the commercialisation that has

entered the daixx field today. Balamma
-•as never to lower her standards for

-nyoneor anything. I ran only say that

I have been blessed by providence which
wrought me in contact with this great

lady, although only for a short lime.*

Ranjini Balaskankar, 23, is

doing her final year
. A/A at

the Stella Mails College,

Madras.
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One Vtshnusharman shrewdly

gleaning

All wordly wisdom's inner meaning,

In thesefive books the charm

compresses

Ofall such books the world

possesses.

INTRODUCTION

It is said that an ounce of sense

contained in the Fanchaiantra is better

than a ton of scholarship. Most of us

arefamiliar with itfrom our childhood

as 'oncc-upon-a-time'storiesandhave

readthan in abridgedforms or in comics.

Rarely have we encountered a literal

translation in verseform. Indeed these

wise verses, often epigrammatic in style,

go to make the real character of die

Panchatantra. The stories are charming

when regarded aspure narrative, but it

is the beauty, wisdom and wit of the

verses which lift the Panchatantra above

the best story books.

ThePanchatantra isa ‘niishastra
’

or textbook of 'nili. Vie world 'niti
’

roughly means the ‘wise conduct oflife'.

It is witty, mischievous andprofoundly

sane. The word,
1Panchatantra '

means,

the Five Books’, ‘the Pentateuch'. Each

Of die five books are independent,

consisting of a framing story with

numerous, insertedstories, told by one

oranother ofthe charactersofthemain

narrative The device of the framing

story is familiar in oriental works, as in

theA rab ian Nights. The large majority

ofme actors areanimals, who have, of
course, a fairly constant character.

Thus, the. lion is strong, but dull ofwit,

the jackal, crafty, the heron stupid, the

cat. a hypocrite. The animal actors

presentfar more vividly andshrewdly,

undecteved and free of all

sentimentality, a view, thatpiercing the

humbug of every false ideal, reveals

with incomparable wit, the sources of

lastingjoy.

A nd this is how it happened.....

A nd this isbow ilhappened.

In ihe southern country is

a city called, Maiden's De-

limit. There lived a king

named Immortal-Power. lie was fa-

miliar with all the works dealing with

the wise conduct of life. His feet were

made dazzling by the tangle of rays of

light from jeweLs in the diadems of

mighty kingswho knelt before him.He
had reached the far shore ol' all the arts

that embellish life. This king had three

sons. Their names were Rich-Power,

Fiercc-Power and Endless-Power and

they were supreme blockheads.

Now when the king perceived that

theywere hostile to education, he sum -

moned his counsellor and said, “Gen-

tlemen, it is known to you that these

sons of mine, being hostile to educa-

tion. are lacking in discernment. So

when I behold them, my kingdom brings

me no happiness, though all external

thorns are drawn. For there is wisdom

in the proverb:

Ofsons unborn, or dead, or fools,

Unborn or dead will do:

They cause a little grief, no doubt:

Du
t
fools, a long life through.

And again:

To what good purpose can a cow
That brings no calf nor milk, be

bent?

Ur why beget a son who proves

A dunce and disobedient ?

Some means must therefore be

devised to awaken their intelligence.”

And they, one after another, re-

plied; “0 King, first one learns gram-

mar, in twelve years. If this subject has

somehow been mastered, then one

masters the bookson religion end prac-

tical life. TTien the intelligence awak-

ens."

Dui one oftheir number, a counsel-

lor named Keen, said: “O King, the

duration of life is limited, and the vctbal

sciences require much time for mas-

tery. Therefore let some kind of epit-

ome be devised to wake their intelli-

gence. There is a proverb that says:
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Since verbal sciences has
no final end.

Since life is short, and
obstacles impend,

Lei central facts be picked
andfirmly fixed.

As swans extract die milk

with water mixed

“Now there is a Brahmin here named
Vishnusharman, with a reputation for

comptetcncc in numerous sciences.

Entrust the princes to him. He will

certainly make them intelligent in a
twinkling."

When the king had listened to this,

he summoned Vishnusharman and said,

“Holy sir. as a favour to me you must
make these princes incomparable
masters of the art of practical life. In

return. 1 will bestow upon you a hundred
landgrants."

And Vishnusharman made this

answer to the king, “0 King, listen.

Here is the plain truth. Iam not the man
to sell good learning for a hundred
land-grants. But if I do not, in six

months time, make the boys acquainted
with the art of intelligent living, I will

give up ray own name. Let w* cut the

matter short. 1 .isten to my lion roa-. My
boasting arises from no greed for cash.

Besides, 1 lave no use for money; 1 am
eighty years old, and all the objects of
sensual desire have lost their charm.
But In order that your request may be
granted. I will show a sporting spirit in

reference to artistic matters. Make a
note of the date. If I'fail to render your
sons, in six month’s time, incompa-
rable masters of the art of intelligent

living, then His Majesty is at liberty to

show me His majestic bare bottom.”
When the king, surrounded by his

counsellors, had listened to the Brah-
min's highly unconventional promise,
he was dumbstruck. He entrusted the

princes to him, and experienced su-

preme content.

Meanwhile, Vish asharman took tlx

boys, went home, and made them leam
by heart five books which he com-
posed and called:

(I) The Loss of Friends

(II) The Winning of friends
(III) Crows and Owls
(IV) Loss of Gains
(V) Ill-considered Action.

These the princes learned, and in

six month's time they answered the

prescription. Since that day this work
on the art of intelligent living, called

ranchatantra, or the Five Books.' has
travelled the world, aiming at awaken-
ing the Intelligence in the young.

THE STORY TILL NOW...
In the prosperous city of 'Maiden's Delight' there lived a merchant

named Increase. He was of the opinion that money acquired should not only
be guarded, but also wisely invested and increased. One day, the merchant
set out for the city of Mathura in the pursuit of his business interests. With
him were his two bulls. Lively and Joyful. On the way, lively, overcome
with fatigue, collapsed. Leaving lively in the care of his servants, Increase

proceeded on his journey. His caretakers, however, fearing the dangers of
the forest, left the bull to die. But fate willed otherwise. Lively survived and
soon became plump and healthy. One day. a lien named Rusty came to the

bank of the Jarnuna for water. There he heard Lively's powerful bellow.
Rusty, the uncrowned king of the jungle, felt perturbed. He saw in Lively

a threat to his power and pride. Now, Rusty had in his service two jackals

called Cheek and Victor. These two conferred secretly os to the reason for

their master's disconsolatiness. Here, Check advised Victor against med-
dling in others' affairs in these words

—

Death pursues the meddling, flunkey:

Note the wedge extracting monkey."

THE
WEDGE-PULLING
MONKEY

T
here was a city in a certain

region. In a grove near by, a

merchant was having a

temple built. Each day at

the noon hour the foreman and workers
would go to the city for lunch.

Now, one day, a troop of monkeys
came upon the half- built temple. There

lay a tremendous anjana-log, which a

mechanic had begun to split, a wedge
of acacia-wood Icing thrust in at the

top.

There the monkeys began their

playful frolicsupon tree-top, lofty roof,

and woodpile. Then one of them, whose
doom wasnear. thoughtlessly bestrode

the log, thinking: “Who stuck a wedge
in this queer place?" So he seized it

with both hands and started to work it

locse. Now what happened when the

wedge gave at the spot where his pri-

vate pans entered the cleft, that, sir,

you know without being told.

“And that is why 1 say that med-
dling should be avoided by the intelli-

gent. And you know," he continued,
“that we two pick up a fair living just

fiom his leavings."

“But.” said Victor, “how cai you
give first-rate service merely from a

desire for food with no desire for dis-

tinction? There is wisdom in the say-

ing:

In hurting foes and helping friends

The wise perceive the proper ends

Ofserving kings. The belly S call

To answer, is no job at all

And again:

When many lives on one depend.

Then life is life indeed;

A crow, with beak equipped, con fill

His belly’s selfish need.

Ifloving kindness be not shown
To friends and souls in pain,

To teachers, servants, and one ‘s self,

What use in life, what gain ?

A crow will live for many years
And eat the offered grain.

t or if there be no mind
Debating good and ill,

And if religion send
No challenge to the will,
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Ifonly greed be there

For some material feast,

How draw a line between

The man-beast and the beast?

“But at present,” said Cheek, “we
two hold no job at court.. So why

meddle?” "My clear fellow.” said Vx;-

tor, “after a little the jobless man docs

hold a job. As the saying goes:

The jobless man is hired

For careful serving;

The holdermay be fired.

If undeserving.

No character moves up or down

At others ' smile or others
'
frown;

But honor or contempt on earth

Will follow conduct’s inner worth :

Anil once more:

It costs an effort still to carry

stones uphill;

They tumble in a tricc.So virtue, and

so vice.
”

“Well,*’ said Cheek,, “what do you

wish to imply?" Aid Victor answered:

“You see, our master is frightened, his

servants are frightened, and he docs

not know what to do.” “How- can you

be sure of that?” asked Check, and

Victorsaid: “Isn’t it plain?

&

An ox can understand, of course.

The spoken word; a driven horse

Or elephant, exerts hisforce;

Hut men of wisdom can infer

Unuttered thoughtfrom features’

stir-

For wit rewards its worshiper.

And again:

From feature, gesture,

golf,

From twitch
,
or word.

From change in eye or

face

Is thought inferred.

So by virtue of native in-

telligence 1 intend to gel him

intomy power this very day."

“Why ” said Cheek, “you

do n<X knowhow to make your-

self useful to a superior. So tell

me. How can you establish

power over him?"
“And why, my goed fellow,

do
|
not know how to make



myself useful?” said Vidor. ‘The saintly

C.
Vyasa, has sung the entry of the

iu princes into Virata’s court. From
his poem I learned the whole duty ol a
functionary. You have heard the prov-
erb:

1V0 burden cnerv/ites the strong:

To enterprise no road is long;
The well-informed all poantries

range;
To flatterers no man is strange. “

Bui Cheek objected- “He might per-

haps despise you for forcing yourself
Into a position that docs not'helong to

you.” “Yes,” said Victor, "there is point
in that. However. I am also a judge or
occasions. And there arc rules, as fol-

lows:

I he Lord ofLearning, speaking to

A false occasion,
Will meet with hatred, and ofcourse

Lack all persuasion.

And again:

Thefavorite 's business conies to he
A sudden source ofking's ennui.

When he is thoughtful, trying scents,

Retiring, or in conference.

And once again:

On hours of talk or squabbling rude,

Ofphysic, barber, flirting, food,
A gentleman does not intrude

Let everyone be cautious

In palaces ofkings,
And let not students rummage
In theirprofessor’s things

:

Tor naughty meddlers suffer

Destruction swift and sure.

Like evening candles, lighted

In houses of the poor.

Or put it this way:

On entering a palace.
Adjust a modest dress;
Go slowly

,
bowing lowly

In timely humbleness:
And sound he kingly temper.
And kingly whims no less.

Or this way:

Though ignorant and common.
Unworth the honoring,

Men win to royal favor
Ry standing near the king:

For kings and vines and maidens
To nearest neighbours cling.

And once again:

The sen-ant in his master ‘s face

Discerns the signs of wrath and grace.
And though the masterjerk and tack.

The servant slowly mounts his back.

And finally:

The brave, the learned he who wins
To bureaucraticpower-

These three atone, ofall mankind.

on a master.

"Well," said Cheek,“whenyoucome
into his presence, what do you intend to
say first? Please tell me that.” And Vic-
tor replied:

"Answers, after speech begins.

Further answers breed.

As a seed, with iimely rain.

Ripens other seed

And besides:

A clever servant shows his master
The gleam of triumph or disaster

From good or evil courses springing.

And shows him wit, decision-bringing.

The man possessing such a wit
Should magnify andfoster it:

And public honor from the good

And there is a saying:

Let anyone who does not seek
His master’s fall unbidden speak;
So act at least the excellent:

The other kind arc different.

”

"Bui," said ChccK. "Kings are hard
to conciliate."

"Quite true." said Victor. "How-
ever:

The clever man soon penetrates
The subject's mind, and capuvuies.

Cringe, andflatter him when angry;
Love his friend and hate his foe;
Duly advertise his presents-
Tn/st no magic-win him so.

And Cheek replied; “If you have
made up your mmd. then seek the feet

lie heedful in the presence ofthe
king;

We also to your health and
fortune cling.

"

Then Victor bowed to his friend,
and went to meet Rusty. Now when
Rusty saw Victor approaching, he said
to -the doorkeeper: “Away with your
retd of office! This is an old acquain-
tance, the councilor’s son, Victor. He
has free entrance. Let him come in. He
belong* to the second circle.” So Victor

entered, bowed to Rusty, and sat down
on the seat indicated to him.

'Rich Rusty extended a right paw
adorned with claws as formidable as
thunderbolts, and said lcsjjcufully: "Do
you enjoy health? Why has so long a
time passed since you were last vis-

ible?" And Victor replied: "liven though
my royal master has no present need of
me, still I ought to report at the proper
time. For there is nothing that may not
render service to a king. As the saying
goes:

To clean a tooth or scratch an eur

A straw may serve a king:
A man, with speech and action, is

A higher kind of thing

"Besides, wc whoareanccstral ser-

vants of our royal master, follow him
even in disasters. For us there is no
other course.

"Andasformy master’s remark: ‘It

is long since you were last visible,’

pray hear the reason of that:

Where just distinction is not drawn
Between the left end rignt,

The self-respecting, ifthey can,

Will quickly take to flight.

There must he bonds of union
In all their dealings

,
since

No prince can lack his servants
Nor servants lack a prince.

“Yet the nature of the servant also
depends onthemastcr’squality. As the

saving goes:

In case ofhorse or book or sword.

Can pluck earth ‘s golden flower.

And then he proceeds to explain how
Ihe kin

S- be yourjourneying,

power is gained by dancing attendance
Mdy ' our PUfP0^ be accomplished.
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Of woman, man or lute or word, said Vidor. "Because," said Rusty, view and reinforce his resolution, not
Ihe use. or uselessness depends “there has come into our forest some fear a mere sound. As the saying goes:

On qualities the user lends. prodigious creature, from whom we
v v„.. „ hear this great voice. His nature must
An<J another point. You do wrong

corrcspond to his voicc and his poWCr
to dcsp.se me because I am a jackal.

,0 n
~£

Iure;
.

l0T:
“What!” said Victor. “Isourmastcr

Silk corves from worms, and gold frightened by a mere voice?You know
from stone, the proverb:

from cow's hair sacred hair grass is
Water undermines the dikes;

.... ,.f>

ro ‘vn>
, . Love dissolves when malice strikes:

Ihe water-lily springsfrom mud: 5ctmi mdl when babblings start
From cow-dug sprouts the lotus-bud;

sjmpJe md, hearts.

The moon its rise from ocean takes; So it would be improper if our master

And gems proceed from hoods of abruptly left the forest which was won
snakes; by his ancestors and has been so long in

From cows ' bile yellow dyestuffs the family. For they say:

And Cue in woZd is quite at home:
Wisely move one foot; the other

The worthy, by display of worth, T.„
S,,ould «* vanla&«*W;

Attain distinction, not by birth.
M ***** ofsomenew dwelling

Do not leave the old.

“Oh,* said Rusty, "you must not say “Besides, many kinds ofsoundsare
such things. Yen are our counsellor's heard here. Yet they are nothing but
son. an old retainer.” "O King,” said noises, not a warning of danger. For
Victor, “there is something that should example, we hear the sounds made by
be said.” And the king replied: "My thunder, wind among the reeds, lutes,

good fellow, reveal what ss in yout drums, tambourines, arch-shells, bells,

hcart •” wagons, bangingdoors, machines, and
Thai Victor began: "My master set other things. 'Ihey are nothing to be

out to take water. Why did he turn back afraid of. As the verse says:

and camp here?” And Rusty, conceal-

ing his inner feelings, said: "Victor, it
Bravest bosoms do notfalter,

i ust liappcncd so." “O King." said the Fearing heaven's threat:

jackal, “if it is not a thing to disclose. Summer dries the pools; the Indus

then let it be. Rlses
>
greater yet.

"Some things a man should tell his M> maslcr must ,akc Ihis P°inI of

Some things to friend andsome to
1

’ %
son; off V -V

All these are misted. He shouldnot }'
\

Tell everything to everyone. * / -1

Hereupon Rusty reflected: “He \ \
seems trustworthy. I will tell him mrr \ ^
what I have in mind. For the prov-

_ \
erbsays:

ff dtp
'

You find repose, in sore M ' -•*?
'

*

disaster, h ./

By telling things to powerfully
: Y / '

\\V.

master, K • $ <

To honest servant, faithful $ -sM-t -
\

. friend, %
Or wife who loves you til! the. -

end.

In 1924, Arthur W.Kyder, the

well known American Oriental

scholar translated the Ptmchan-
tantra from Sanskrit to English. It

is one of the best of all existing

translations in any foreign language.

The texthere translated, dates buck
from the. year 1199 A. D. We are

happy to serialise andpresent the

Fanchatantra, interpersing verse

and prose as translated by Ryder
and published byJaico.

Illustrations : Sujasha

Friend Victor, did you hear a

great voice in the distance?”

“Yes, master, I did,” said Victor.

“What of it?”

And Rusty continued: “My good fcl

low. I intend to leave this lores:.” “Whv?
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•music:

INDIAN MUSICAND
I

recall an Indian music concert

about 10 years ago in one of

Delhi's wen-known music tialls.

The artist was Bismillah Khan.

Z-i - . free by invitations. I could not

-«rl:cve my eyes when I reached late

-nd scats going a begging. For-

t_ns*ely, all this has changed. Today,

~—j> arc usu-

iJy packed to

capacity. Zakir

Hjsam. Ravi

S = a n k a r ,

A- ’ad All
IC-an. and Bis-

r.llah Klian

;re now house-

nold names.
. ze purist

couki pontifi-

ate that Indian

— »>ic is "com-
-ercialiscd”.

3c Lhat as it

may. the more
--deeming fea-

ture of the de-

-cloprncnt over

ja ast two Sec-

yoes has seen

-
_
c acceptance

arxl incorporation of Indian concepts

::: other forms of music. To ray view

r.c greatest gainer has been jazz. The
>-'.ar, tabla, ghatam arc now almost

standard instruments in many jazz bands.

Ir. .he same vein, Zakir Hussain, L.
< -ramaniam. Vinayak Ram, Hari

Prasad Chaurasia and a host of other

:-dian masictns perform routinely with

ctj. bands all over the world.

Is a musical synthesis in the offing?

What brings together such seemingly

d verse forms as jazz and Indian mu-
sic? How is it lhat an L. Subramaniam
and a l^rry Coryell play so naturally

together? In this article I will try to

trace the evolution of jazz over this

century and look at how the emphasis

and basic structure of jazz has male
this musical synthesis a natural devel-

opment.

EVOLUTION OF JAZZ
In categorising any form of music

as belonging to a particular century,

one really refers to the time in which its

basic musical structure is defined. On
this basis it is fair to label jazz as the

music of the 20th century.

JAZZ
MANOJPANT

Ilari Prasad Chaurasia

The development over the

last two decades has seen

the acceptance and

incorporation ofIndian

concepts in otherforms of

music . To my view
,
the

greatest gainer has been

jazz*

Unlike western classical music,

whose underlying structure was estab-

lished in the 19th century, jazz is still a

developing art form. The process of in-

novation and assimilation has not yet

led to a final synthesis.

Any art form of an enduring nature,

must go through this process of inno-

vat.on and assim ilation. That is why in

the area ofwestern music, I havemade
so bold as to calljazz, “the rausicof the

'80s. The rock and roll of the 50's, the

‘acid’ rock of the ‘60’s and the ‘pop’ and

punk music of the *70's and ‘80*s - all

have lent some thing to the develop-

ment of jazz.

In themselves these forms of popu-

lar music arc merely transient phe-

nomena. Flow many people today re-

member who the

Creedence
Clearwater Re-

vival were?
What cbout Led

Zeppelin and
other such bands

of the ‘add* rock

era? Yet, jazz

man worth his

salt can ever say

he is unaware of
the music of

Louis Armstrong

or Duke Elling-

ton. It is in jazz,

as it is develop-

ing today, that

the ‘popular’

music of the last

three decades

will find its final

" expression.

To understand this process of innova-

tion and assimilation is to tmcc the

evolution of jazz. Jazz made it’s small

beginnings with Jerry Roll Morton and
Others in the black ghettos of New
Orleans and St. Louis. Through the

first half of this century, jazz came up

against the bigotry of m-.ddle class,

conservative America. “Jazz,” it rausi

be remembered, was originally a weed

employed in derogatory reference lo

negro slaves. The music then became

‘black* music which every righteous,

god fearing, white American must shun

13y bringing jazz to the theatre and

screen in the’40’s and ‘50’s Iouis

‘Satchmo’ Armstrong gave it the kind

ol exposure and intellectual respecta-

bility difficult in those days of bigotry.

To him aiso must go the credit lo:

assimilating into jazz, the music of the

past and developing a vocabulary spe-

cific to jazz.

The next phase in the development

ofjazzcame with the ‘swing’ era of the

‘40'sCswing' here referred to the kind

of rhythm peculiar to this music). Now
a household name in America, Duke
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Ellington ushered in Hit period of big
bands To Armstrong’s melodic style

he added orchestration. The rhythmic

structure established, made jazz the

dance music of that time.

The ‘50s brought in Chuck IJcrry,

Elvis and rock and roll. In jazz there

emerged something called ‘be bop’

music Technically, bc-bop popularised

the use of the ‘flat-fifth’ interval. TTie

band became smaller, relative to the

big band era. while rhythms and melo-

diesbecame more complex. The names
of Charles Mingus (bass), Dizzy

Gillespie (trumpet) and

Charlie ‘Bird’ Parker

(saxophone.) come to

mind. ‘Bird’, in particu-

lar, attempted suchabreak
from previous melodies and

rhythms that the old fash-

ioned labelled his music
‘mortem’.

The fourth phase can

be dated around the late

'60s. While mest of the

world was listening to die

innovations of the Beatles

and the Rolling Stones,

John Coltrare and Miles
Davis were ushering in the

period of die so called ‘cool

j;i77* era. Incorporating in

it, some elements of rock

and roll, 'cool' jazz tones down the

somewhat chaotic rhythmic and me-

lodicstructurcofbc-bop. In a dramatic
break from the past, though in confor-

mance with the model and technology

of that time, electronic instruments made
their entry into jar/ hands.

Finally, we hnvccontemponiry jazz

which some have Libelled 'modem jazz*

ar.d others ‘fusion music'. .Along with

stalwarts of the '50s like Sonny Rawl-
iis and Freddie Hubbard, the new braid

of musicians like Chick Corea, Keith

Jarrell. John McLaughlin and others

have attempted a synthesis ofrock, pap

and traditional jazz-lienee the term

‘fusion’ music. This phase has also

seen, especially in America, the re-

vival ot big band music (Clark Terry,

Joe Williams, the late Don Ellis). The
spread of jazz institutions in the USA
and Europe had much greater intellec-

tual ins olvement that at any lime in the

past.

JAZZ AND INDIAN MUSIC
In recent developments in jazz, it is

not uncommon to notice the free use of

Indian idioms in the music. Polish bands,

like Namyslowki's band and Niemen's
b.ir.d, which visited India some years

ago, use melodic structures very simi-

lar to Hindustani music. What then is

the relation between jazz and Indian

music? Or is there any at all?

'Ibe answer involves some techni-

cal discussion. In recent years, modem
jazz has departed from traditional West-
ern melodic patterns - the major and

minor diatonic scales have been re-

placed by the Gregorian modes or ihe
12th century. Although jazz docs not

claim to be rooted in spirituality and
the quest of the divine through the

musical swara as Indian music's evo-

lution and final development estab-

lishes, there are some similarities in

form and rhythm. Jazz’s freedom to

. :

Gillispic. The Dc-Dop era

Within America, it is

heartening tofind twenty-four

hourjazz radio stations in

staid Southern cities like

Dallas where most white

Americans still do not easily

accept thatJohn Wayne is

deadand the days ofcowboys

and redskins arc over

!

experiment has madesomeof iLs prac-

titioners look towards India for musi-

cal inspiration and the incorporation of
Indian musical idiems have enriched

jazz, finally evolving into a distinct

musical genre. Ihe use of five note

scales is very similar to the experimen-

tation with oudhuv roans in Indian

music. The net result is, melodies which

have a very haunting effect (this is es-

pecially true of European jazz).

Rhythm is the basis of all jazz. One
aspect ofjazz rhythms is 'syncopation'

or offbeat rhythm. Don Ellis, among
others, has experimented with com-

plex rhythms like 13. 17 or even 7 1/2

beats to the bar. It is interesting to note
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that these rhythms arc commonplace
in Indian music. 1 remember talking to

Roger Sellers (drums) of the British

jazz-rock band, Nucleus. I introduced

him tosome average Indian tabla play-

ers and he was astonished by the ease

with which they handled what arc con-

sidered complex rhythms.

Finally the form. The fern of jazz

music has remained unchanged over
the years. -After the statement of the

theme (moiil) comes the improvisa-

tion and then the restatement of the

theme at the end. Indian music devel-

ops the same way - the

theme (alaap) is the rang,

Hie improvisation and fi-

nally a restatement of
the theme. To me, the

crucial feature of jazz is

Improvisation. And what
would be Indian music
without improvisation?

CONCLUSION
In 1980, the trio of

John Mclaughlin, A1
Dimcob and Paco dc
Luaa (all gu ttarists) d id

a concert tour of U.S.A.

I heard then in Dallas,

Texas. After the show, I

met McLaughlin (who
has already shown his

taste for Lndian music in

his earlier band, ‘The Mahavishnu
Orchestra’ jnd the more recent ‘Shakti’).

I asked him who he thought was the

best jazz flautist. Came the surprising

answer - Hari Prasad Chauraria!

McLaughlin has also, in the past, made
trips to South lndiawhere hewas team-

ing the veena The late Don Ellis (trum-

Q also had a long flirtation with

an music, leadinglo the formation

of the Hindustani Jazz Sextet. Again
we find Zakir Hussain (tabla) playing

with the ‘Shakti" band.

Jazz today is no more the music of

‘black’ America. Within America, it is

heartening to find twenty-four hour

jazz radio stations in staid Southern
cities like Dallas where most white

Americans still do not easily accepi

that John Wayne is dead and the days

of cowboys and redskins arc over. Much
more important is the global spread of

jazz - to India and as far east as Japan

(Sadao Waiancbc, Saopbonc). It is in

jazz, I feel, that a true synthesis of the

East and West is taking place and not in

any violin-sitar jugclabandis. •

ManojPant, 38, has nPh.dfrom
the Southern Methodist University,

Texas. He is currently an Associate

Professor in Jawaharlal Nehru
University, New Delhi



COMPLEMENTARITY
OF
GANDHI&NEHRU

Edited by

N. RADHAKRISHNAN
& R. SUBRAMANIAN
Published by

Gandhigram Rural Institute. 1990.

Price: Rs. 150/-

A
rich treasure of literature is

available tin Gandhi and

Nehru. Gandhi and Nehru,

both separately and together

held the centre stage during the most

eventful decades in India's recent his-

tory. Naturally, therefore, their per

ceptiom. their philosophy and their

role in contemporary societies have

all teen the subject ofmuch scholarly

scrutiny. Yet. more and more litera-

ture continues to be added, as each

ccncration embarks on its own inter-

pretation of Gandhian and Nehruvian

ideologies.

Indecd.itwas not the first time that

the complementarity of Gandhi and

Nehru was deliberated, when die

Gandhigram Rural Instilutcorganiscd

a National Seminar on the subject. It

may have come as deja vu to many,

but it was unique, because of the wide

range and sweep of issues that were

presented and debated by eminent

people.

Now this literature is available for

wider disseminatior in the form of a

book called the "Complementarity of

Gandhi and Nehru - its relevance, to-

day and tomorrow, edited by N

1
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Kadhakrisltnan and R Subramanian and

published by the Gandhigram Rural

Institute.

Those familiar with the world of

publishing realise the challengesofed-

iting. This took is certainly one for a

serious reader, but the editors have,

through the facility ofarrangement and

classification, allowed to shape it in-

terestingly different frem the drab repots

that proceedings of seminars tend to

become in published forms.

for the facility of the readers, the

book is in tluec parts. While the intro-

ductory pan is devoted to the seminar

itself, the other two are on broad the-

matic divisions - namely ideology, eth-

ics and moral issues in one group, and

humanistic, economical and axial is-

sues in the other. Some areas of over-

An Excerpt:

"No force on earth could

detach either of themfrom
these valuesA mutual

recognitionformed the

basts for the powerful

attraction between

Mahatma Gandhi and

Pt.Jawaharlal Nehru and

was th esource ofthe vast

symbiotic energy thatflowed

from them,irradiating the

people,issues and

environment them."
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lap could not, obviously, be avoided.

This classification also enables a reader

to understand, for instance, the inci-

sive analysis by Shri PC Alexandras

also in appreciating the philosophical

approach of Shri Vcnkataraman, Dr

Shankar Dayal Shanna and Shri Achaiya

Chandy. The essay by G Vijayara on

the scientific outlook complements the

social science approach of K Venkata

Reddy, or that of Jaya Kothai PiUai

when discussing Gandhi and Nehru on

the subject of women.

Nehru was not a blind disciple of

Gandhi, hut had a mind and will of his

own. Mr Venkaiaraman points out in

his paper, ‘‘Complementarity ofcourse

is not identically. Destiny did nc< in-

tend Nehru to be a reflection, however,

accurate, of Gandhi". Differences, there

were, between Gandhi and Nehru. Nehru

was sclf-admiuedly uninterested in some

of the Mahatma’s spiritual quests.

Nehru’s adherence to non-violence,

unlike Gandhi’s was not religious at

the roots. His commitment to Fabian

socialism was at variance with the

Gandhian ethic of trusteeship. And. his

faith in the need for industrial develop-

ment, use of science and technology

was different from the Gandhian idea

dial real freedom and peace could be

reached only through societies based

in villages.

T
he contributors to this vol-

ume have all sought, in one

way or another, to stress the

fact that Nehru believed no

less than his leader in the equal impor-

tance of ends and means. There is an

inherent unity in the larger purpose

suffusing the thoughts of Mahatma
Gandhi and Jawahar Lai Nehru on so-

cial issues, such as world peace and

rights, poverty
,
women’s liberation etc.

While delving into the issues of

identity us well as differences between

the basic ideologies and temperaments

of Gandhi and Nehru, the seminar papers

answer a number of questions. What

was the milcu into which the two lead-

ers were bom? How were the two great

men drawn into the struggle lor the

liberation of India? IIow did they seek

to restructure society, politics and the

economy within India? But perhaps
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ihc heart of ihc mallei is Ihc question -

how relevant are iheir ideas to the

problems which beset humanity to-

day? The papers do not, however, at-

tempt to give any ready made solutions

totheprobtemsantl difficulties that be-

set our society and nation - biological

decay, exploitation, malnutrition,

erosion of natural resources and non-

renewablc sources ofenergy
,
pollution

and other economic problems.

In the wake of the winds of change

of liberalisation, of globalisation sweep-

ing the world, India’s regime of eco-

nomic policies based on the Nchruvian

model are slated by some to liavc failed.

Many also believe that the Gandhian

insistence on village as the focal point

of development is irrelevant. But, is

that really so? A reading of some of the

contributions in this extremely pre-

sentable book should serve as words of

caution to such sweeping negations or

abjurance of values. One last word

about the Seminar, itself - inspilc of a

Butperhaps the heart

ofthe matter is the

question - how relevant

are their ideas to the

problems which beset

humanity today?

preponderance of Gandhians ai the semi-

nar, the contributions have not been

unfair to Nehiu.

Ihe editors. N Radhakrishnan and

R Subiamanian, and the Gandhigram

Rural Institute deserve accolades for

boldly bringing out Ibis useful vol-

ume. It woukl undoubtedly form a valu-

able addition to the reference material

on Gandhi and Nehru. And. indeed, the

book is a faithful reflection of tlic “criti-

cal and honest attempt to re-evaluate

the minds of two outstanding person-

alities of the present century in depth",

as the editors have rightly termed the

seminar contributions. •

Jayashrcc Merton Kurup

Your opinions are very

valuable. Send us your tellers

with feedback about the

magazine or on any specific

article I issue. Your letters will

be published.

Publishers and Editors can

send us their books for

reviewing. Use THE EYE to

announce, various projects,

rallies, seminars, dharnas,

meets,

m
We will carry appeals from

social cause organisations.

Announce anything which will

help someone other than

yourself!

MATERIALISM
The wise person leads a quiet and meditative life.

But mostpeople are busy getting as many

possessions as they can.

The quietpath leads toward a more conscious

existence. The busy path creates an exaggerated

materialism.

Becoming more conscious leads towards a sense of

the unity ofall creation. But excecessive consump-

tion is only possible by exploiting someone.

The world's goods arc unevenly distributed. Some

havea great deal. Mosthave very little. ]Ve are run-

ning out ofenough resources to go around. Every-

one knows that.

Yet those who are already encumbered by posses-

sions getmore ardmore. They evenbrag abouthow

much they have. Don’t they know what stealing is?

Owning lots of possessions does not come from

God. People get it by manipulating other people.
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Our main program is to commence an atfcrestatbn project, in the region adjacent to Kadumane
Village in Sakleshpur Taluk. This is in keeping with the major objective of contributing towards the

welfare and uplittment ot the disadvantaged rural community, through an integrated development
program, of which afforestation is a major component. The other objectives are the utilization of

wasteland and human resources for natural resource generation, in the form of lood, fodder, fuel,

fertilizer, etc., and valuable non wood forest produce.
We need the active participation of concerned people from all walks of life They should commit
themselves to environmental causes. There are three main projects of SAVE;

1. Kadumane Main Project (MOOLADHARA) in Sakleshpur,

2. "CITY FOREST” Program lor Bangalore, and
3. 1 million seedlings generation program for Barvgalore.

Toseekthe involvement of peoplewe have planned a series of awareness programs, including Earth

day concerts, vigils, exhibitions etc.

For membership details, write to:

The Chief Coordinator,

136, 1 Cross, Residency Road, Bangalore 560025 Tel. 584679

RESURGENCE
Resurgence is a leading edge magazine on ecological and spiritual

, values.

.

* ‘One of the most respected new agejournals 1
- THE INDEPENDENT

One year subscription (6 issues) £20 (£25 airmail) including p 6c p.

Orders to:

Resurgence subscriptions, Salem Cottage, Trelill, Bodmin, Cornwall PL30 3HZ.
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STATEMENT OF MAN’S

TRANSACTIONS WITH NATURE.

\m INDIA with 18 branch
links around the coumrj it

the large** non-governmental

conservation organisation in

India Iris rcgstcrcd as a

Ourilahle Trust under the

Bombay liiblic Trusts Act

1950 since l%9.
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YES' I WANT TO MAKE A -RETURN 1

TO NATURE.

Tick a appropriate bo»

1 Rs 1.000 85 individual l»*e subscriber

2. Ri 10.000 ascorporate long-term sj&scnbc

3. Rs 100 as .ndiHflaa annual subscriber

4 More information on tW/FINCIA

iPfcase male ycui cheque payaow toWWF INDIA
]

NAME
ADDRESS.
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WWF
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World Wide Fund
For Nature-india

172 0. LCDI ESTATE
NEW DELHI-1 10 003
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